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The opening credits consist of numerous advertisements promoting sexual awareness, some of which are animated in humorous and/or obscene ways. Worked into the ads are the names of all the main cast and crew.

EXT. SCHOOL PARKING LOT - MORNING

A yellow bus parks in front of the school. Liam, Leia, Miles, and Buddy are the last ones to get off. Buddy has a pair of massive headphones covering his ears and Kid Rock’s "American Bad Ass" can be heard blaring out of them.

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - MORNING

In slow motion, the four friends enter the school and walk down the hall as though they’re the coolest kids ever. No one seems to notice them. Miles lowers his large sunglasses long enough to check out a couple of goth girls. He gives them a look of "no way in hell," laughs, and pushes the sunglasses back on his face. Leia removes the sunglasses clip from her glasses and places it in her purse. She pulls out a pack of Juicy Fruit and puts a piece of gum in her mouth. She holds the pack out for Liam to take a piece. He takes the pack, pulls out the last piece of gum, and throws the empty wrappings behind each of his shoulders. Buddy grabs his crotch like a gangsta and throws up the middle finger as he passes a classroom.

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING

The four friends are sitting around a table eating some of the school’s breakfast whilst BS’ing.

LIAM

We expected the rigatoni to go pretty quickly so my brother and I just piled as much as we could onto our plates the first time around. You know? But as fate would have it, the rigatoni was God awful. In fact, the only way I think it could have been less appetizing is if it had actually been dripping out of someone’s sweaty asshole when it landed on my fork.

Miles and Buddy look at one another and roll their eyes. Leia listens intently to Liam’s story.
LIAM (CONT’D)
So we decided we’d check out the potato salad and, long story short, it ended up going pretty quickly. And from what I hear, it turned out to be quite remarkable actually. And you know, that just really set the tone for the entire family reunion. I think the motto of the day should have been "bait and switch". So that was my Sunday in a nutshell.

Buddy looks shocked and then throws his hands into his crotch and unzips his pants.

LEIA
Dude! Not here!

MILES
What the fuck is wrong with you?

Buddy doesn’t respond at first. Instead, he examines his crotch region and lets out a sigh of relief. He fixes his pants and laughs.

BUDDY

Buddy goes back to eating his fruit salad while everyone else looks confused.

MILES
You...what?

LIAM
Why did you think you pissed yourself?

BUDDY
Well, I was listening to Liam’s shitty story and thinking to myself, "Damn this story is boring the piss out of me," when all of a sudden I feel this sudden warmth on my genitals. In my head I’m freaking the fuck out. I’m thinking, "Holy shit, that bastard literally did bore the piss out of me." I didn’t know what the fuck to do. There was no way I could’ve gotten out of here without someone

(CONTINUED)
BUDDY (cont’d)
noticing I pissed myself. So without even thinking I automatically just had to check it out. Turns out not a drop of urine leaked out. Dunno what that warm sensation was though. Maybe I should get that checked.

LEIA
Maybe you shouldn’t whack off so much.

BUDDY
Maybe you shouldn’t PMS.

MILES
I think she’s got a point. At the very least, you should stop jerkin’ it when you’re around us. It’s just basic human decency.

LIAM
Yeah dude. Why do you think my mom never lets you come over any more? I mean someone walks into our living room and they’re just instantly overcome by this ominous presence that insists something terrible has happened in there.

MILES
That’s some serious Ghost Whisperer shit right there.

LIAM
Not to mention I had to wash the dog like three times to get the scent of ball sweat out of his fur.

LEIA
And this is why you’re not going near my pool this summer, Bud.

LIAM
How have your parents never caught you in the act?

BUDDY
’Cause I’m fucking stealth! You see, it’s all in the planning and preparation...
LIAM V.O.
Buddy’s talking, so I guess now is as good a time as any to introduce you to my pals here. We’ll start with the current keynote speaker. If you haven’t already guessed, Buddy’s what you might call a chronic masturbator. It wouldn’t bother us if he only did it in the privacy of his own home, but Buddy just doesn’t seem to realize that it isn’t a civilized and publicly acceptable hobby.

INT. VARIOUS CLASSROOMS, STORES, AND PUBLIC SETTINGS

FLASHBACK - Buddy is shown in the back row of a classroom with his hand down his pants, walking around Target and riding a glass elevator in the mall with his hand down his pants, sitting on a park bench with his hand down his pants and then pulling the hand out to feed some bread to the ducks before putting his hand back down his pants.

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING

LIAM V.O.
Just because the monkeys at the zoo touch themselves doesn’t mean that you can. From there we move on to Miles. Despite his charisma and handsome appearance, Miles is terrible with the ladies. Part of this has to do with his unbelievable flirting tactics.

INT. MALL - DAY

FLASHBACK - Miles walks up to a group of girls as they come out of a clothing store.

MILES
Alright. Which one of you ladies would like to go on a free trip to Disney World?

The girls roll their eyes and walk away. Miles scratches his head, thinking that he needs to rethink his pick-up line.
INT. BOWLING ALLEY - DAY

FLASHBACK - Miles walks up to another group of girls who are in the midst of a game of bowling. He is wearing a trench coat. He clears his throat to catch their attention and then opens the trench coat.

MILES
(yells)
Who wants to ride Space Mountain!?

He’s wearing boxers with a picture of Space Mountain taped over the crotch.

INT. LIBRARY - DAY

FLASHBACK - Miles walks over to a table where a cute girl is sitting. He sits across from her.

MILES
Okay, we’re going to have to be quiet in here, but I want to play a quick game of charades with you.

GIRL
Okay.

Miles indicates that he’s ready for the first word which is one syllable. He points to his eyeball.

GIRL
Eye.

Miles holds up one finger.

GIRL
One.

Miles holds up two fingers.

GIRL
Two.

Miles holds up his middle finger.

GIRL
Middle finger?

Miles shakes his head.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

GIRL
(hesitates and whispers)
Fuck you?

MILES
Put it all together!

GIRL
Eye...one...two...fuck you. Eye one
two fuck you.

MILES
I want to fuck you, too!

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING

LIAM V.O.
It also has a lot to do with the
fact that he’s pretty much a prick.
This is coming from his best
friend, mind you. And despite his
new millennium attire, Miles is one
of those kids that’s obsessed with
the ’80s regardless of the fact
that he was born with two months
remaining in the decade. Every year
he signs up for drama club but
storms out when they refuse to do a
rendition of The Breakfast Club for
the spring musical.

Miles, Buddy, and Leia can be heard conversing with muffled
voices in the background of Liam’s thoughts.

LIAM V.O.
And then we have Leia. Leia’s a
fifth year senior, but she isn’t
stupid or anything. She came down
with a vicious case of like mono or
something towards the end of last
year and wasn’t able to complete
all of her work.

INT. LEIA’S BATHROOM - DAY

FLASHBACK - Leia is shown vomiting in the toilet over a
period of many days. Text at the bottom of the screen for
each shot reads "SATs," "Prom," "Finals Weeks," and
"Graduation."
INT. SCHOOL BUS - MORNING

FLASHBACK - On the first day of school, Leia is shown getting on the bus and walking to the back. Miles and Buddy are sitting in one seat while Liam is laying in the one in front of them.

LEIA
Mind if I sit here?

Suddenly shy, Liam moves his legs without saying anything. She sits down and the bus starts moving again.

LEIA
Thanks. I totally didn’t want to sit next to some faggy ass freshman.

LIAM
(spits with laughter)
Faggy ass freshman. That’s a good one. You know, I actually heard once that they like to eat each other’s poop.

Leia looks disgusted and Liam looks disappointed in himself and looks out the window.

LIAM
That man has a nice lawn.

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING

Leia is sitting with her feet propped up on the edge of Liam’s chair. She is wearing one blue Converse and one green Converse. Liam looks down and he is also wearing one of each.

LIAM V.O.
If you’re wondering about the shoes, one day Leia noticed that we both wore the same size. I had a green pair and she had a blue pair and she thought that it was perfect that we could borrow each other’s shoes. Sounded gay to me. But one day we had our shoes off in class when the fire drill went off. In a hurry, we just grabbed one right shoe and one left shoe, not paying attention to the colors. We’ve each worn two different colored shoes ever since.
MILES
Ooh! Buddy, you know what? I don’t think Leia’s ever heard about the day you set your all time record.

LEIA
Oh God. Do I even want to know?

LIAM
It’s actually a fairly impressive story.

BUDDY
You bet your ass it is!

LEIA
Okay then, to get this over with, how many times did you pleasure yourself on this particular day?

BUDDY
(overly proud of himself)
Seventeen!

Miles claps his hands.

LEIA
No way. That’s not possible.

BUDDY
Oh it’s possible, little lady.

LEIA
Were you just whacking out blood at that point?

BUDDY
I’m pretty sure it was shootin’ tears!

MILES
You need a trophy, my friend. I promise you that one day I will present you with one, once I find a tiny dildo to stick on one of those fake Oscar statues.

Buddy pounds his fist in the air.

BUDDY
So Leia, what’s your record?

(CONTINUED)
LEIA
What?

LIAM
Aw come on now, guys.

BUDDY
What? She’s heard about all of my best forays. I think it’s about time we hear some of hers.

MILES
He’s got a great point.

LEIA
That’s different. I don’t ask you guys how your dicks are, you just discuss them amongst yourselves while I’m sitting here.

MILES
Hey, you could go sit with your other friends. Oh wait. I forgot. They’re all "at college."

BUDDY
(mocking Leia)
Ooh I’m Leia, I had so many friends until one day I couldn’t control my puke and they all went off to college without me.

LEIA
I don’t sound like that! I never said anything like that.

Miles holds up two fingers and begins wiggling them back and forth.

MILES
Let’s not get off topic here. So Leia, what’s your record?

LEIA
You guys are retards. Girls don’t talk like that.

LIAM
Yeah, I mean look at her. Definitely a girl. She doesn’t have a record. She’s all innocent and shit. She probably doesn’t even know what masturbation is.

(Continued)
CONTINUED: 10.

MILES
What!?

BUDDY
She’s been talking about it for like five minutes!

Miles and Buddy begin to egg her on some more.

LIAM V.O.
Unfortunately, Leia really isn’t all that innocent.

INT. LEIA’S FRIEND’S HOUSE - EVENING

FLASHBACK - Leia is shown at a party getting increasingly drunker and partying like crazy.

LIAM V.O.
When her friends were home for their Christmas break, she went to this party and went a little overboard on the alcohol. She ended up taking off some of her clothes and was rumored to have hooked up with some guy as well. The extent to how far the guy actually got with her has been exaggerated to the point that no one really knows what to believe. It wouldn’t have been so bad if someone at the party hadn’t taken pictures of her drunken tirade and e-mailed them to everyone at school.

Several pictures are shown of Leia in various states of undress.

LIAM V.O.
Obviously she took it pretty hard.

EXT. LIAM’S HOUSE - NIGHT

FLASHBACK - Leia knocks on the door which Liam opens to find her sobbing.

LEIA
I fucked up.
INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING

Miles and Buddy are getting intense with their miming acts of female masturbation. Miles is acting as though he’s managed to get his entire arm up a vagina, but it’s stuck and he can’t get it out. Buddy looks like he’s doing a Tazmanian Devil impersonation with the way he’s moving his tongue and the noises he’s making.

LEIA
How would I even get my tongue up there, asswhipe? You think I’m capable of that Cirque Du Soleil shit?

BUDDY
What about those glasses of yours? Ever stick the tips of those up there to get those hard to reach places?

MILES
For my arm’s sake, please answer the question!

A boy - an office runner - walks up to the table carrying a stack of notes from the office. He stops and watches as Miles and Buddy make asses of themselves. The two of them notice him then compose themselves.

MILES
Can we help you?

The boy tosses some of the notes onto the center of the table.

OFFICE RUNNER
Show these notes to your homeroom teachers and then report to the auditorium.

The boy leaves to deliver more of the notes.

MILES
Well, son of a bitch!

BUDDY
I was really enjoying that too.

MILES
Don’t think this is over yet, Leia. I’ll get an answer out of you at some point.

(CONTINUED)
The four of them stand up, throw their food away, grab their things, and leave. Miles and Buddy leave first, complimenting each other on their miming abilities. Liam starts to leave but Leia calls him back.

LEIA
(whispers)
Hey. You wanna know my record?

Leia looks around to make sure the other two boys are gone and then hold up two fingers and mouths the words "two times". Liam and Leia both grin and leave together.

INT. SCHOOL AUDITORIUM - MORNING

Liam and Leia enter the auditorium and walk down to the front where about a dozen other students are sitting. They grab a couple seats in the second row. The principal and assistant principal are sitting on the stage. Buddy and Miles join Liam and Leia. After a moment there are about thirty students scattered about the auditorium.

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
Can we have everyone down here in the first five rows please? First five rows please. Thank you.

The students relocate so that they are in the first five rows. A couple more students walk in and sit down in the back row.

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
First five rows please. Come on down. First five rows.

PRINCIPAL
Alright, let’s not get too drunk with minimal power. Let’s get this show on the road.

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
Looks like we got just about everyone here.

PRINCIPAL
Thanks for those two cents. (raises his voice to address the students)
Good morning everyone!

A couple students groan. Most say nothing at all.

(CONTINUED)
PRINCIPAL
Good enough. I’ll make this as quick as possible. Here we are in the first week of March. We’re just a little under two months away from your big day.

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
Graduation!

PRINCIPAL
Thanks. They got it. As some of you may know, this year we instituted an addition to the graduation requirements. That being simply that each and every Senior must complete eight hours of community service. If you are sitting in this auditorium, that means we have received no documentation proving that you have completed these eight hours. Eight hours isn’t a lot of time, people. You could knock that out in one Saturday or even a couple evenings during the week. Theoretically, you could have this turned in and out of the way in two days. If you don’t complete these community service hours, you will not be able to graduate. I mean this in the nicest way possible, but we don’t want to see you again next year. So don’t wait, people. Do the community service, fill out the form we gave you and have someone sign off on it, and then turn it into the Guidance office. This isn’t rocket science. Any questions?

No one has any questions.

PRINCIPAL
Alright then. You are all dismissed. Please return to your homerooms.

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
Don’t go off smoking in the restrooms either! If anyone needs another form, I’ve got extras up here.
INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - MORNING

Students leave the auditorium with community service forms in hand.

LIAM
Okay guys, there has to be an easy way out of this. A loophole, you know?

BUDDY
It’s simple. We just make up some names and sign off on our own papers.

MILES
Look at the form, dumbass. You need to provide a phone number. Are you going to make that up too? Pretty sure they won’t accept it if they can’t get a hold of anyone.

LEIA
You guys are such pussies. Just do the damn community service and get it over with.

MILES
What the fuck? Since when are you little miss perfect? Dodging shit like this is usually right up your alley.

LEIA
I’ve already spent five years in this place and I’m not about to spend a sixth just because of something as insignificant as this shit.

BUDDY
So where are you going to volunteer then?

LEIA
I don’t know. I’ll figure something out.

MILES
And what’s your whackin’ record again?

Leia shoots him an annoyed look and then goes into the women’s restroom. The boys continue walking.

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
You should probably just drop that. She seems pretty adamant about not telling us.

MILES
Yeah, it’s a lost cause I’m afraid. Man, what did I do before I had this little bitch to pick on everyday?

LIAM
We had Buddy.

MILES
You know what? You’re right, and I’m feeling a bit nostalgic right now.

Miles puts Buddy in a headlock.

MILES
Let me walk you to your homeroom, Buddy. Don’t drop your books. We don’t have time to make any stops.

Liam watches them leave and then turns down another hallway towards his homeroom.

INT. CHEMISTRY CLASSROOM - DAY

The chemistry teacher is grading papers at her desk at the front of the room while her students are performing an experiment at the lab tables in the back half of the room. While everyone else is going about the experiment the correct way, Liam and Leia are sitting in the back corner of the room playing around with chemicals and burning scraps of paper with their Bunsen burner.

LIAM V.O.
Leia kept all of her lab reports and tests from last year so we haven’t had to do a damn thing. It’s like the seventh month of school and the teacher hasn’t caught on to the fact that we’re just turning in the same work she turned in last year. The sad thing is we’ve both got like a C in the class because we’re too lazy to memorize the tests completely. Behold the most severe case of Senioritis.
INT. BASEMENT HALLWAY - AFTERNOON

Liam and Miles are walking towards the gym.

LIAM V.O.

It doesn’t get much better than having gym class at the end of the day. Everyone just wants to go home at that point, including the teachers, so no one puts out much effort. Plus, they have to let you go early so that you have time to change before dismissal. So of course, we all just go home in our gym clothes and leave five minutes early. Simple pleasures kick ass.

They reach the men’s locker room door and stop. There’s a handwritten sign taped to the door that reads: "SENIORS - Sex Ed TODAY." Liam and Miles look at one another, smile, then head back in the direction they came. Another senior — a short, scrawny boy — is going the opposite direction towards the gym.

MILES

Yo, bro! We’ve got Sex Ed today!

Miles grabs the boy, puts his arm around him, and is more or less pulling him along.

MILES

Let’s get our sex on! Dude, do you still have that list of questions?

LIAM

I dunno. Lemme check.

Liam unzips his backpack and starts rummaging through his folders and notebooks.

LIAM

Here we go.

Liam pulls out a folded abstinence flier and hands it to Miles.

MILES

Brilliant stuff, my man. Let’s see here, which one do you want? The "when is it okay to rape" spiel? Or the "I’m attracted to animals, should I still use a condom" story?
LIAM
I’ll take the animals. Rape’s a touchy subject. I think you’re better suited for that one. Which angle are you going to take; rapist or rapee?

MILES
I’m thinking I should go with rapee. No one’s going to sympathize with a rapist.

LIAM
True. True.

MILES
(to the boy in his arm)
Let’s come up with a story for you, little guy!

LIAM V.O.
Sex Ed is supposed to be a serious class. It’s supposed to bring awareness to issues like peer pressure, teenage pregnancy, and some general health shit that they throw in for good measure. However, the school has yet to shell out the dough for a passable Sex Ed teacher.

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

FLASHBACK - A small group of students sit around a teacher in Sex Ed class a few years back.

LIAM V.O.
First there was the deaf guy...

The teacher is holding up a plush penis puppet that uses the pee hole as a mouth. The man can’t form words correctly, so the penis is just making random noises. The man pauses and stops the puppet for a second. He makes a noise/gesture to the gist of "uh oh you’d all better look out" and then the puppet’s mouth springs open and white silly string sprays out at the students. The teacher begins clapping excitedly, sending the silly string all over the room. The students leave the classroom, still removing silly string from themselves.

(CONTINUED)
LIAM V.O.
...then there was the supposedly
British guy...

Another Sex Ed class, this time the teacher is dressed
similar to an old fashioned British chimney sweep. He speaks
in an exaggerated accent.

BRITISH SEX ED TEACHER
You know what I like most in the
world? Boobies. I like a pair of
knockers to be so bloody huge that
when the bra is removed, the
nipples pop out and flick me in the
eye. I’d go sodding blind for a set
of huge breasts. Boobin’ brilliant!

And one more previous Sex Ed class is shown. This time the
teacher is an older, greasy man who appears to be wearing a
blazer over a janitor’s uniform. He paces back and forth,
eyeing up his students.

LIAM V.O.
...and then there was the time that
the school was so desperate that
they let one of the janitors take
over the position.

The teacher sees a pair of female twins and stops pacing.

JANITOR SEX ED TEACHER
Ooh twins! You two, front and
center.

The girls walk to the front of the classroom, looking
nervous. The teacher pulls up a chair.

JANITOR SEX ED TEACHER
Now...impress us.

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - AFTERNOON

Liam and Miles (with scrawny boy in toe) continue to walk to
class, passing the janitor on the way. He’s mopping up some
vomit, but takes a second to throw the boys a creepy thumbs
up.

LIAM V.O.
His biggest crime though? He’s the
one that introduced Buddy to the
joy of masturbation. Bastard.

The boys reach the Sex Ed classroom and enter.
INT. SEX ED CLASSROOM - AFTERNOON

It is a small classroom, more like the size of a large office. There’s a table and a podium at the front of the room, with about a dozen folding chairs for students to sit in. A couple boys are already in the room. Miles relinquishes the scrawny boy, who takes a seat in the back corner. Miles and Liam take a couple seats front and center. A couple more boys enter.

MILES
(looking at the clock)
Just forty minutes and we’re out of here. Man, I can’t wait to see the douche bag they brought in this year.

A beautiful woman - Rachel Emberly - who appears to be roughly the boys’ age, perhaps a couple years older, enters the room and stands behind the podium. Insert sexy slow-motion shots here. All the boys’ jaws drop.

RACHEL
Good afternoon, everyone.
(stops and surveys the students)
No girls in this group?

LIAM
MILES

Nope! Eww no!

MILES
No girls in this class, ma’am.

LIAM
Just us manly men.

RACHEL
(looks at the class roster)
I’m pretty sure there’s supposed to be a few girls in here.

The girls finally walk in, all dressed in their gym clothes. The boys look disgruntled that they joined them.

LEIA
(to Liam and Miles who look curious about her attire)
What? They didn’t tell us to come down here until after we’d all changed. Then they rushed us out.

(CONTINUED)
Well everyone, welcome to Sex Ed. I’m passing around a sign-in sheet. Make sure you all sign that before you leave if you want to get credit for being here today. I’ll take a minute to introduce myself and the course before we begin with our activities. First things first, I’m sure you can tell by looking at me that I’m not much older than all of you. Truth is I’m not actually a teacher. I’m a public speaker for the Peer Outreach program and I’m one of the people in charge of the Peer Outreach Center here in town. Your principal asked me to come in and speak with you, so here I am. We’ll meet probably four times between now and the end of the school year. Because I’m not a teacher, I won’t be assessing you via tests or homework or whatnot. As long as you show up and participate, you’ll earn the credits for this course. Oh, and my name is Rachel Emberly. You can just call me Rachel. In here we’ll primarily be covering sexuality however we will also be touching upon drugs, alcohol, and any and all circumstances that may result from any of the above. That sort of thing. Feel free to ask questions or comment. It’ll be pretty boring if I’m the only one talking. So, any questions?

Miles raises his hand.

RACHEL

Yes?

MILES

I just thought we should clear one thing up before we get underway here. If we share a personal experience with the class, should we refer to ourselves in the first person or should we do so in the "my friend" frame of reference?
RACHEL
(thinks for a second)
For starters, we should probably refer to "our friends" or "someone we know" until we’re all comfortable here.

MILES
Well in that case, "my friend" is pretty well experienced. The ladies are fond of "him" if you know what I mean.

Rachel looks at Liam. Liam winks.

MILES
No! Not him! Me! I meant me! I can please a woman!

Liam shakes his head. Leia rolls her eyes.

RACHEL
Let’s start with a basic review.

Rachel pulls down a diagram of the male anatomy. Miles snickers.

RACHEL
Something funny?

MILES
I know people say "size doesn’t matter," but I can’t help but laugh when I see such an inferior example of the male penis.

LEIA
As opposed to the female penis? Dumbass.

Miles and Leia begin to bicker back and forth. Liam, sitting between them, laughs and shakes his head. He points to Miles’ crotch and then brings his index fingers towards one another in the universal symbol for "small penis." Then he points to Leia’s crotch and shakes his head and mouths the words "no penis." Then he points to his own crotch and pulls his hands far apart, pretends to topple over, and gasps—the universal symbol for "humongous penis."
INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY – AFTERNOON

The bell rings signaling the end of the school day. Students storm out into the hallway.

INT. SEX ED CLASSROOM – AFTERNOON

The students start to pack up and most – including Miles – leave.

RACHEL
(to the remaining few students)
Oh, I forgot to mention. If anyone is in need of community service hours or needs some work experience for college applications, we could use some volunteers at the Center.

Liam’s ears perk up. He looks at Leia, who shakes her head.

LIAM
Come on.

LEIA
I don’t think so.

LIAM
Why not?

LEIA
I don’t know.

LIAM
Any better ideas?

Leia thinks for a second and then shrugs. Liam walks up to Rachel with Leia not too far behind.

RACHEL
Have a good evening, guys.

LIAM
Hey, fun class.

RACHEL
Oh, thanks.

LIAM
Yeah, so it sounded like you mentioned something about community service hours or something?

(CONTINUED)
RACHEL
Oh yeah. Usually we get a ton of volunteers but we’ve been lacking this year, so we’re looking for all the help we can get. Are you interested?

LIAM
Sign us up!

RACHEL
Well, you don’t actually have to sign up. You can just come by when you have a couple hours to spare. Did they already give you community service forms?

LIAM
They sure did! So smart. You could be a real teacher, you know that?

RACHEL
Thanks. Well, just make sure you bring the form with you anytime you stop by and you’ll be good to go.

LIAM
Alright. See you around!

Liam struts off. Leia and Rachel – now the only two in the room – watch him.

RACHEL
He totally took that all the wrong way, didn’t he?

LEIA
’Fraid so.

RACHEL (sighs) LEIA (sighs)
Boys. Boys.

INT. SCHOOL BUS - AFTERNOON

The three guys are sitting in the back of the bus which is still in the school parking lot waiting for everyone to board – Miles and Buddy in the back left seat and Liam in the back right seat.

(CONTINUED)
MILES
So this is gonna be like Sex Ed class all the time?

LIAM
Yeah man, it’s gonna be fuckin’ awesome!

BUDDY
That place is probably filled with pornography, too. Maybe not in a trashy straightforward way, but I bet I could swipe a nipple poster or two and no one would even notice. They probably have free condoms too!

MILES
Ah, dude! That’ll so come in handy when I bang Rachel. Workin’ late, last two in the building, she doesn’t wanna go home because it’s so lonely there. Asks me if I’ve got a condom. Yes ma’am! A whole jar of ’em!

LIAM
Like she’d ever bang you. Even if she did, you can’t use her free condoms. She’d think you’re such a cheap bastard. I’ll probably stock up before we start volunteering. Shows that I’m prepared. And you know what’s gonna happen?

MILES
What’s gonna happen, Liam?

LIAM
I’m gonna hit that! I’m gonna hit that like there’s no tomorrow. You know, bend-her-over style. Spankin’ until the cheeks are raw. True story. Just wait and see. Once I get in there, she’ll be wetting herself in no time...the good way I mean.

MILES
Oh really? Well all I’m thinking about is eating out. You know, nice boobie appetizer with a little puss du jour and a nice cherry for dessert.

(CONTINUED)
BUDDY
Get it poppin’ brotha!

MILES
Regardless of who’s gonna fuck her,
Liam you’re a genius. Great idea.

LIAM
I do what I do.

Leia gets on the bus and Liam moves so she can slide into
the window seat next to him. The boys compose themselves.

LEIA
Hey guys. Did Liam tell you about
our community service hours?

LIAM
We briefly touched upon it.

BUDDY
(after some silence)
You know those plastic vagina
models? I wonder what they taste
like.

INT. LEIA’S HOUSE – AFTERNOON

As Liam and Leia enter her house, the school bus can be seen
pulling away as the front door opens. They walk through the
living room and set their books down on chairs in the dining
room.

LEIA
Smells like Dad’s got a meatloaf in
the oven.

LIAM
Awesome. I love putting his meat in
my mouth...I mean, it tastes good.

Leia laughs. She grabs a couple cans of pop from the fridge
and tosses one to Liam. She opens the sliding glass door in
the kitchen and they walk out to the backyard.

EXT. LEIA’S BACKYARD – AFTERNOON

There is an above ground pool in the backyard that is
covered with a tarp. Liam and Leia both pull it off and set
it aside. They climb in via the little pansy ladder that’s
attached to those pools. The inside is completely dried out
and there are two lawn chairs that they sit in with a TV tray between them that acts like an end table. Leia reaches under her seat and grabs a pack of cigarettes that’s taped to the underside of the chair. She pulls out one cigarette for her and one for Liam. Liam pulls a lighter out of his pocket and lights the cigarettes.

**LIAM V.O.**
I don’t particularly care for tobacco, but Leia seems to enjoy the fact that she can buy cigarettes legally. So why ruin her fun?

**LEIA**
(after a puff)
I’m thinking we should totally get Miles to ask that Sex Ed teacher to Prom.

**LIAM**
Shit, it wouldn’t take much. He’ll do anything if he thinks it’ll get a laugh out of someone.

**LEIA**
Or if he thinks it’ll get him laid.

**LIAM**
Yeah, you’re right. That would be the motivator in this scenario.

**LEIA**
(after a couple more puffs)
So, have you guys talked about Prom any?

**LIAM**
What do you mean?

**LEIA**
I didn’t know if you guys were planning on going or not. I know you didn’t go to the Winter Formal but, in your defense, no one goes to the Winter Formal. Except freshmen who actually think it’s a big deal.

**LIAM**
Yeah, I don’t know.
LEIA
It is your Senior year after all.

LIAM
I don’t know what Miles and Buddy are doing. I don’t really see us as dance type of guys. We’ll see I guess. It’s like a month and a half away.

LEIA
Well, tickets will be on sale in a few weeks. If you decide to go, you’d better decide quickly and ask someone before everyone’s taken.

Liam thinks to himself and takes a puff of his cigarette.

INT. PEER OUTREACH CENTER – AFTERNOON

Liam, Leia, Miles, and Buddy walk into the Peer Outreach Center and survey the area. There’s a reception desk immediately to the right, a waiting area to the left, and a hallway in the back right corner of the room that leads to offices and such. Buddy notices a poster that artistically portrays a nude pregnant woman. He scratches it and takes a big whiff.

BUDDY
Damn! It’s not scratch and sniff!

Rachel pops up from behind the reception desk.

RACHEL
Hey guys! Good to see you again.

MILES
Good to see you again.

RACHEL
Thanks. So, this is it. For the most part you’ll all just be here to help out with any projects we may need assistance with. You’ll be doing a lot of bulletin board work, poster designing, stapling packets together, and that sort of thing. You won’t have to counsel anyone, unless a major tragedy strikes and our griever counselors ratio is unbearably high. Today’s actually been a slow day so mostly (MORE)

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

RACHEL (cont’d)
everyone’s gone home. Hence why I’m hanging out at reception right now. Right back there, the first room on the left, is the room we have set aside for the volunteers. You can head back there and get acclimated and I’ll let you know if we need you.

INT. VOLUNTEERS’ ROOM – AFTERNOON

Liam, Leia, Miles, and Buddy walk to the volunteers’ room. It’s a small room with a table that takes up most of the available space. The walls are lined with shelves that contain all different types of books and videos designed to aid those who may need help dealing with particular problems. They are surprised to find a girl – Becca Jansen – already sitting at the table, reading a magazine. She smiles a little and they all grab a seat around the table. The four kids look at one another, unsure of what to say.

LIAM V.O.
The reason we suddenly got all awkward-like is looking at that People magazine. That’s Becca Jansen. Yes, her initials are B.J., and if rumors are to be believed, then she lives up to them. She’s known around school as the B.J. Queen.

FLASHBACK - Several shots are shown of various messages written around school: "For a good time, call the B.J. Queen" with a phone number after it. "Save a tissue. Rub one off in Jansen’s mouth." A student is shown completing his artwork on one of the inner walls of a restroom stall. It’s a complete comic strip that portrays Becca as a queen on a throne handling a treaty with a foreign ambassador. The speech bubble indicates that her country doesn’t have the means of abiding by the treaty. Two rows of panels shows her sucking off the ambassador. The last panel has the ambassador walking out of the castle (which is decorated with neon lights that say XXX and "Free Lap Dances") with a smile on his face, saying "Done deal."

LIAM V.O.
First Miss Emberly, and now the B.J. Queen. This place rules!

Rachel appears in the doorway.
RACHEL
Ah, I see you’ve all met Becca.
She’s one of our regular volunteers. She’s been here longer than most of the actual employees.
Anyway, did you all bring your community service forms with you?
Normally you’ll just leave them at reception when you walk in, but I forgot to grab them earlier.

Liam, Leia, Miles, and Buddy each pulls out their community service forms and hand them to Rachel.

RACHEL
You can grab them on your way out.
Have fun, guys!

The four of them go back to looking at one another awkwardly as Becca closes her magazine. She takes a look at her new co-volunteers.

BECCA
So, do you guys talk?

MILES
(forces out a laugh)
Yeah. Of course we talk.

BUDDY
We talk all the fucking time.

BECCA
We’re getting somewhere. I think I’ve seen you all around school. We’re all in the same grade, right?

LEIA
Yep.

BECCA
So let me guess, you guys are just here to earn the required hours for graduation.

LIAM
Yeah, it’s kind of down to the wire now. Weren’t too many options left, but we figured we might have some fun here.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

BECCA
I had enough hours wracked up by the second week of my freshman year, yet I still usually come by five days a week. So yeah, I’d say you could have some fun here.

INT. PEER OUTREACH CENTER - AFTERNOON

MONTAGE: A montage focusing on their first week or so volunteering at the Peer Outreach Center. Liam sits at reception and uses a paper ball to play catch with Leia who is sitting in the doorway of the volunteers’ room.

Buddy swipes a couple sex-ed videos and puts them in his backpack. The next time he comes, he puts them back and swipes a couple more.

Becca is standing on a chair, hanging a poster on one of the front doors. Miles is standing on the ground, holding a roll of tape.

BECCA
How’s it look?

MILES
I think it needs to go higher.

Every time she stretches to move it higher, he smiles as he watches her butt move.

Liam, Miles, and Buddy throw a couple candy wrappers out in the hallway just before Rachel walks by. She bends forward to pick them up and the boys look down her shirt. Buddy takes a picture on his phone.

Buddy, alone in the volunteers’ room, has sprawled out in front of him a selection of sex-ed books, pamphlets (all opened to diagrams of the vagina), and a plastic vagina model. He studies them all intently, like a scientist performing an experiment.

Liam wanders with a blindfold over his eyes, yelling Marco Polo. He stumbles out into the waiting area. Rachel clears her throat to catch his attention. He pulls off the blindfold to see Rachel holding a grieving teenage girl.

LIAM
Oops. Sorry.
He remains there for a second, awkwardly, and then walks back to the volunteers’ room. Everyone comes out of their hiding spots and goes back to the room as well. END OF MONTAGE.

INT. VOLUNTEERS’ ROOM - AFTERNOON

Becca is sitting at reception and Miles is flirting with her. In the volunteers’ room, Leia is reading a magazine, Liam is sleeping, and Buddy is bored.

BUDDY
(sighs)
Let’s wake him up.

LEIA
Just let him sleep.

BUDDY
(takes a closer look at Liam)
Ah, come on! It looks like he’s reached that deep REM stage. It’ll be so funny.

LEIA
What’s so funny about waking someone up?

BUDDY
Haven’t you ever seen him when he gets awoken suddenly? He’s so confused. It takes him a couple minutes to decipher between what’s real and what was just a dream.

LEIA
Yeah?

BUDDY
(nods excitedly)
So can I do it?

LEIA
(thinks for a second)
Alright.

BUDDY
Yes!

Buddy looks around the room, finds a thick book and stands behind Liam. He holds a finger up to his mouth. Miles notices what he’s doing, so Buddy waves for him and Becca to

(CONTINUED)
come watch. They stand in the doorway. Buddy carefully aims and then drops the book on the table, right next to Liam’s face. Liam jolts up, looks around, and then starts patting his pockets, looking for something.

LIAM
Where the hell did they go? Aw fuck. I’m so fucking screwed.

He starts rummaging through his backpack but can’t find what he’s looking for. He looks on a couple shelves but still can’t find anything.

LIAM
Where the fuck are they? Miles, did you take them? Where the fuck did you put them? This isn’t a fucking joke!

LEIA
What are you looking for, Liam?

LIAM
The coupons! Where did the coupons go!?

MILES
What coupons, buddy?

LIAM
Oh man, my boss is gonna kill me! (pauses, looks around) I’m not at the mall.

LEIA
No, you’re not.

LIAM
(sits down, rubs his face) Shit. That was one hell of a dream.

BECCA
So what kind of coupons were you looking for?

LIAM
I was dreaming that it was Black Friday, and I worked at the food court at the mall. My boss...Montel Vontavious Porter... put me on coupon duty since I was late. He said this was my last chance. He said if I failed, he was going to (MORE)
LIAM (cont’d)
drive-by kick my cracker ass to
hell and back.

Everyone laughs.

BUDDY
Oh shit. That’s good stuff.
   (after a second, remembers
something)
Ooh! I almost forgot!

Buddy reaches into his backpack and pulls out the last two
tapes he borrowed and puts them back on the shelf.

MILES
How’d the free porn treat you?

BUDDY
Extremely disappointing. I don’t
think any of these videos were made
after the 70’s.

BECCA
Ew. 70’s bush.

BUDDY
Eh, none of them showed any of
that. They just talked about how
premarital sex is a sin. Did you
know that if there isn’t a wedding
ring on a girl’s finger, your dick
will burn off the second you stick
it inside her?

LEIA
Did they really say that?

BUDDY
In so many words.

LEIA
They don’t still show that to
people, do they?

BECCA
I think they do actually. Some
schools don’t have a traditional
sex-ed class, so sometimes they
just send one of these videos and
they gather everyone in the
auditorium and watch it. I didn’t
know that they were so badly
outdated though.

(CONTINUED)
LEIA
Does Rachel realize it? Maybe we should say something.

LIAM
(still in a sleepy stupor)
Maybe we should make our own video.

Everyone perks up and looks at Liam.

LIAM
(suddenly paranoid)
What’d I do?

INT. SCHOOL BUS - MORNING
The next day, the video is all the kids can talk about.

LEIA
Maybe it could be like the Twilight Zone or something. Like, a dude could have a one night stand and get transported into a vagina until he finds his way out after learning all there is to know about promiscuity.

MILES
That idea’s not too bad. We’ll call it Plan C.

LEIA
Then what do you have in mind?

MILES
Maybe it could be like the Lord of the Rings. A dude’s on his quest to return the one condom to rule them all. Instead of going to Mordor, he’s going to... Whore-dor! Instead of walking trees, walking dildoes!

LIAM
Alright, we’ve definitely taken a step back.
INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - AFTERNOON

The conversation continues as Liam, Leia, Miles, and Buddy sit around eating lunch.

LIAM
What if I made it mockumentary style? Like The Office? Imagine Michael Scott giving a speech on sexual education. Granted we'll have to tweak the characters a bit, but we could film it at the Outreach Center on slow days to give it a legit atmosphere.

MILES
(thinks for a second)
That's certainly better than my idea. We'll call it Plan B. What we need is something epic. Something so compelling that no one can say no. People will have to show this to students because it's too awesome to keep locked up. A film that dares to be censored. And then when you go to censor it, it fucks you in the ass.

Everyone thinks to themselves momentarily, trying to come up with an idea that meets those requirements.

BUDDY
Well, given the recent interest in comic book films, perhaps the video should be based upon a sexually charged superhero.

MILES
(scoffs)
What? Like the Ambiguously Gay Duo?

LIAM
Now hold on a second. I think Buddy might be on to something. A crime fighter who isn't concerned with keeping the world safe. He's only concerned with the safety of his sexual encounters.

LEIA
A flawed protagonist. People love that!
INT. CHEMISTRY CLASSROOM – AFTERNOON

The conversation continues as Liam and Leia are both decked out in lab aprons, gloves, goggles and handling potentially harmful chemicals.

LIAM
He needs an arch nemesis.

LEIA
With a squadron of ninjas.

LIAM
STD ninjas!

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD – AFTERNOON

The conversation continues as Liam, Leia, and Miles jog around the track during Gym class.

MILES
He shouldn’t be able to defeat the STD ninjas easily. He’s going to need a special defense. I’m thinking a latex forcefield that covers his entire body.

LIAM
A giant condom?

MILES
Exactly.

LEIA
Wouldn’t that suffocate a regular man?

MILES
Man? Our superhero is no man. He’s a penis.

INT. SCHOOL BUS – AFTERNOON

The conversation continues as Liam, Leia, Miles, and Buddy ride the bus home.

BUDDY
So then in his regular state, he’d be all floppy right? And when he morphs into fighting mode, he’d become an erect fighting machine.

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
We could make his secret identity suit out of like a foamy fabric and his fighting suit out of paper mache and plaster of Paris.

MILES
But what will we call him? Man O’ Sex?

BUDDY
Bangman?

MILES
The Incredible Cock?

BUDDY
Splooger-Man?

MILES
The Thing?

BUDDY
Dick Tracy?

MILES
Shaft?

BUDDY
Mr. Fantastic In Bed?

MILES
The Silver Spermer?

BUDDY
Mighty Morphin’ Power Rager?

MILES
The Come-Edian?

BUDDY
Comedian? I don’t get....oh nice!

LIAM
Guys, I’m afraid we don’t have the production values needed to live up to any of these names. What we need is something simple. Something that sums up his whole existence. Something like...

LIAM
Super Boner!

LEIA
Super Boner!

(CONTINUED)
MILES
Well, it’s no Silver Spermer, but I like it.

BUDDY
Think Emberly will go for it?

INT. RACHEL’S OFFICE – EVENING

Liam is sitting in a one-on-one meeting with Rachel. In the hallway, pressed up against the door are Leia, Miles, and Buddy.

LIAM
During our time here, we’ve noticed that your video library is, to put it one way, old fashioned. If you don’t mind, we’d like to try and create something that can inform students and make them laugh intentionally.

RACHEL
Well, you’re all free to do what you want. What do you need from me?

LIAM
We’d like to know that if we go through the trouble of making the video, that you’ll at least consider incorporating it into your future lessons.

RACHEL
I’d love to see it when it’s done.

LIAM
Great. I guess that’s all I can ask for.

RACHEL
Well then, I’ll let you go begin your pre-production or whatever they call it. Oh! And here are your forms. You can pass these out to your friends.

As she hands over the community service forms, Liam notices the ring on her left hand.
RACHEL
So, I guess your required time here has come to an end. Will this be last time I see you all?

LIAM
I think we’ll stick around. We like it here.

RACHEL
Good to hear.

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - AFTERNOON

Leia is at her locker at the end of a Friday when Liam walks up to her.

LIAM
Can I ask you something? It’s kinda girly.

LEIA
Shoot.

LIAM
Hypothetically speaking, if a girl is wearing a diamond ring, it doesn’t necessarily mean she’s engaged or anything does it?

LEIA
Are you referring to Mrs. Emberly’s wedding ring?

LIAM
It’s a wedding ring!? Damn it! How can you be so sure?

LEIA
Because we talked about it one day while you boys were off stapling packets together.

LIAM
Why didn’t you say anything?

LEIA
I don’t know. I never thought using "Hey, did you see her ring?" as a conversation starter would get you so excited. Are you disappointed?

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
Eh, it’s not like I ever felt like
I had a real chance with her. Miles
on the other hand is probably going
to be crushed.

They look down the hall and see Miles leaning against some
lockers, talking to Becca.

LEIA
I think he’ll be alright.
(closes her locker)
Hey, I actually drove today. Want a
ride?

LIAM
Sure.

EXT. SCHOOL LOWER PARKING LOT - AFTERNOON

The entrance to the lower lot is intersected by a railroad
track. Just as Liam and Leia walk outside, they notice a
train off in the distance.

LIAM
Fuck the train! We can make it!

They start running down to the lower lot, but just before
they reach the tracks, the extra-long train speeds past.
They stop suddenly and Leia starts to stumble and lose her
balance. Liam sticks his arm out to prevent her from
falling. In doing so, his arm bounces off her breasts.

LIAM
Sorry. Didn’t mean to groove. My
save-Leia’s-life-from-an-oncoming-train
instinct kicked in.

LEIA
Well, thanks.
(looks down at his arm which
is still against her chest)
I’m safe now.

LIAM
Right right.

The train continues to blow on past, with no end in sight.

LIAM
 Fucking trains. You know, if I were
President, the first thing I’d do
would be to abolish all trains.
LEIA
Do you mean President of the
Student Body, or like President of
the World?

LIAM
Good point. Tell me, Leia, who is
our current President of the World?

Leia starts to respond, but realizes she said something
stupid.

INT. LEIA’S HOUSE – AFTERNOON

LEIA
Feel free to smoke wherever you
want today. Dad’s on a business
trip all weekend.

LIAM
So wait...the two of us are here,
in your house, alone, with no
supervision?

LEIA
Yeah.

LIAM
(in a pseudo-flirty tone)
Are you thinking what I’m thinking?

LEIA
(in an equally pseudo-flirty
tone)
I think I am. You get everything
ready downstairs. I’m going to put
on something a little more comfy.

INT. LEIA’S BASEMENT – AFTERNOON

Liam pops out behind a love seat and unloads two Nerf guns
at Leia – now dressed in the more comfortable combo of a
hoodie and sweat pants – who flies across the screen Matrix
style shooting off two Nerf guns of her own before landing
sideways on the couch. Seeing a pile of ammo lying on the
carpet between them, they both dodge towards it, cracking
their heads off of one another in the process.

LIAM
Mother fucker!

LEIA
Shit sauce!

(CONTINUED)
They both hesitate a second and then grab up as many Nerf bullets as they can. Standing just a few feet apart, they unload again. They shoot and dodge at the same time, making it tough for them to aim correctly. One of Leia’s bullets ends up hitting Liam in the eye. He drops his gun and grabs his eye.

LIAM
Ow! Piece of shit!

LEIA
I’m so sorry!

LIAM
Not you. The bullet.

LEIA
I know but it’s my fault. I’m sorry. Here, let me look at it.

LIAM
No I think it’s fine.

LEIA
Let me see! I’ll kiss your boo-boo and make it feel all better.

Liam moves his hand. Leia looks at his eye, then kisses just off to the side of it. Liam smiles. Leia smiles. They both sit up on the couch.

LEIA
I think that’s enough of the Nerf guns for today.

LIAM
Did your dad leave any food for you in the fridge?

LEIA
Um, I don’t know. We could go look.

LIAM
Fuck it. Let’s go out.

LEIA
(excited)
Really!?

LIAM
Yeah, I’ve been really jonesin’ for Sbarro’s.
INT. MALL FOOD COURT - EVENING

Liam stuffs as much of his huge slice of pizza in his mouth as he can. Leia uses her fork and knife to cut a bite sized piece off the tip of her pizza. The look on her face shows that this isn’t exactly what she was hoping for.

LIAM
(mouth full and dripping sauce)
Holy Christ, that’s some good pizza. I know I’m so gonna wake up with a cheek full of acne tomorrow but I don’t even care. Oh, I could die so happy right now!

Liam picks up a wad of napkins and wipes the sauce from his cheeks. He notices a notebook sticking out of Leia’s purse and grabs it.

LIAM
What is this? Don’t tell me you brought homework to the mall.

LEIA
No, that’s where I’ve been keeping all of our ideas for the video. Plus there’s some stuff I’ve come up with.

LIAM
Holy crap, you’ve got like six full pages here. You’ve even got some character profiles.

Liam hands the notebook back to Leia.

LIAM
Tell me about it. Who’s plays who?

LEIA
Well, you’ll be playing Super Boner, whose secret identity is Peter Dickson.

LIAM
(laughs)
I like it.

LEIA
I’ll be playing Princess Vagilia.
LIAM
(near spits out his drink
when he starts to laugh again)
You know what, I’ll wait until
after this conversation to drink.

LEIA
Princess Vagilia calls upon Super
Boner to restore her sacred palace,
The Vag Mahal, after a terrorist
attack by a swarm of STD Ninjas
left it a desolate wasteland full
of despair and various irritations.

Liam is trying to contain his laughter, since they’re in a
public setting, but his efforts are futile.

LEIA
To restore it, he must eliminate
all of the STD Ninjas, who I guess
will be played by Miles and Buddy.
And of course he goes into battle
equipped with his latex forcefield
and a lightsaber.

LIAM
Oh my God! That is perfect! You’re
a fucking genius, you know that?

LEIA
Why thank you.

They notice Miles and Becca walking through the mall just as
they notice Liam and Leia. They walk over to their table.

LIAM
Hey, how are you guys doing?

MILES
Not bad. Not too bad at all. What
are you two up to?

LIAM
Not much. Just hanging out. Talking
about the video. Leia’s got some
hilarious ideas.

MILES
You know what, I was just telling
Becca about it as well.
BECCA
Yeah, I’m sure you guys are going to make a great movie.

MILES
You know, we should totally stick her in there too.

BECCA
I don’t want to get in the way. Don’t want to intrude on your story ideas.

MILES
Oh please. It’ll be no problem. We’ve barely come up with anything.

Liam looks at Leia who slides the notebook back into her purse.

BECCA
Well, if you guys have an extra role, I’d love to help out. Hey, Rachel tells me that you’re all sticking around the Center for a while. That’s awesome. You guys are way cooler than most of the volunteers I’ve worked with. You’re actually fun.

LEIA
That’s good to know.

MILES
(looks at the time on his phone)
Oh, we’d better get going. Movie’s about to start.

BECCA
Ooh yeah. Well, it was nice seeing you two. We should all hang out sometime.

MILES
We’ll catch you guys later.

LIAM
Later.

Miles walks off with his arm around Becca.
LIAM
Well, that was nice of him to give her a part without checking with you.

LEIA
It’s not my movie. It’s our movie. Gotta do whatever makes the group happy. Besides, we can just make her another ninja.

LIAM
Or we could make her the Queen of STDs.

LEIA
Of the STD Ninjas you mean?

LIAM
Same thing.

LEIA
(laughs)
I don’t know. That seems kind of mean.

LIAM
I don’t give a fuck. It’s funny.
(has an idea)
Hey, wait a sec. Miles is out of the house.

LEIA
Yeah? And?

LIAM
Leia, I think it’s time for your first yard prank.

INT. WAL-MART - NIGHT

Liam and Leia stroll into Wal-Mart (slow-mo style) like a couple of agents on a mission, each wearing a pair of sunglasses and displaying a no-nonsense expression on his/her face. Liam salutes the elderly greeter. They grab a buggy and fill it with large rolls of bubble wrap. They also grab a mega-roll of duct tape.
INT. BUDDY’S BEDROOM – NIGHT

Buddy receives a text message from Liam that reads "CODE BLACK." He turns off the episode of Hannah Montana he was watching, zips up his pants, and leaves.

EXT. BUDDY’S HOUSE – NIGHT

Buddy is waiting along the curb and Leia picks him up. He is dressed in all black and has a bag of black clothes for Liam and Leia.

LIAM
Did you bring the clothes?

BUDDY
Of course.

LEIA
Are they clean?

BUDDY
(hesitates)
Maybe you should just throw them on over the clothes you’re already wearing.

EXT. MILES’ HOUSE – NIGHT

Leia turns her car’s headlights off shortly before they reach Miles’ house. They park the car and survey the area a bit. Liam opens the passenger side door, slides out, and rolls around to the other side of the car until he hits the sidewalk. He army-crawls up to Miles’ mailbox and starts making a couple hand signals toward Leia and Buddy.

LEIA
What’s he saying? He didn’t tell me what the signals meant.

BUDDY
No one knows. He just does that.

Liam looks into a couple windows of the house and runs back to the car, rolls over the hood, and looks into the passenger side window.

LIAM
Alright. We’re good. Pop the trunk.

(CONTINUED)
Leia pops the trunk open and they all get out and grab a roll of bubble wrap. They take the bubble wrap and cover as much of Miles’ front yard as they can — wrap it around the mailbox and light poles, dangle it from trees, spread it out across the grass, and place it on the drive-way lining the ground to Miles’ garage.

**BUDDY**
(whispers)
We’ve still got half a roll.

**LIAM**
Give it to Leia.

**LEIA**
What do I do with it?

**LIAM**
For your initiation, you have to take it around back and find something to wrap it around. Don’t just throw it in the yard and run back. Make it good. We’ll be waiting for you in the car.

Liam and Buddy roll and crawl back to the car. Leia sneaks to the backyard and looks around. She sees a dog house and heads for it, intending to wrap it in bubble wrap. As she reaches it, Miles’ mother lets their dog out of the back door. Leia ducks behind the doghouse so that Mrs. Fitch doesn’t see her.

**LEIA**
(whispers to herself)
Shit! Shit! Shit!

Leia looks around the doghouse to see if the coast is clear. Mrs. Fitch is no longer near the back door and the dog is peeing on a tree on the other side of the yard. Leia decides to just get the hell out of there so she tries to sneak back to the front of the house. She makes it a couple steps past the doghouse when the dog notices her. He barks once and then charges toward her.

**LEIA**
Oh fuck!

Leia closes her eyes and then braces herself for impact. Instead of tackling her, the dog starts humping her leg.

**LEIA**
Ew! Ew! Get off! I mean no! Don’t off on me!
She looks around, unsure of what to do, and then has an idea.

INT. LEIA’S CAR - NIGHT

Leia runs back to the car and drives off without fastening her seat belt.

LEIA
You pieces of shit didn’t tell me he had a dog!

LIAM
Miles has a dog? I didn’t know he had a dog. Did you know he had a dog?

BUDDY
I didn’t know he had a dog. Must’ve just gotten it.

LIAM
He didn’t bite you, did he?

LEIA
No, but I could’ve used a rape whistle.

Liam and Buddy bust out laughing.

LIAM
So what did you do with the bubble wrap?

EXT. MILES’ HOUSE – NIGHT

Miles arrives home from his date. As he pulls up to his house, he notices the bubble wrap in his front yard. It crunches and pops under his tires as he pulls into his driveway. He gets out of the car to take a look. After looking over the front yard, he walks to the back to find his dog walking awkwardly as his midsection is wrapped in bubble wrap as well.

INT. GYMNASIUM - AFTERNOON

Students are lined up in a row along the side of the gym as the teacher finishes taking roll.

(CONTINUED)
GYM TEACHER
Alright, you guys will be playing kickball today. Today’s captains are...Fitch and Furgo.

The gym teacher throws a kickball to Miles and it hits him in the stomach. The two boys then walk out a few feet to face the rest of the students. The gym teacher pulls out a quarter to decide who will get the first pick.

GYM TEACHER
Call it in the air, Furg’.

The teacher flicks the coin upward.

FURGO
Heads.

The coin lands in the teacher’s hand and he checks it.

GYM TEACHER
Tails. Fitch, you get first pick.

MILES
I’ll take Liam.

Liam stands behind Miles.

LIAM
(whispers to Miles)
Pick Leia.

MILES
(whispers back)
No way.

Furgo makes his next choice while the two boys talk.

MILES
I’ll take the tall dude on the end.

Furgo and Miles take turns choosing more teammates.

LIAM
(whispers to Miles)

MILES
Tracy.

Furgo and Miles continue to pick until it comes down to two choices left – Leia or a boy in a wheel chair.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

MILES
I gotta go with my bud, Stevie!

The boy wheels himself over and gives Miles a high five. Leia is automatically placed on Furgo’s team.

LEIA
(quietly so only Miles can hear)
Thanks a lot, you sleazy scrotum.

CUT TO:

It’s Leia’s turn to kick. Liam is covering second base, but Miles insists to let him take over. He gives Liam a little shove without the teacher noticing, since his attention is focused on the newspaper he’s reading.

MILES
Dude, let me handle this one.
You’ll take it easy on her.

Leia kicks the ball and it goes surprisingly far. It bounces off the ground and an "outfielder" grabs it. Leia has enough time to continue to second base and does so. The outfielder throws the ball to Miles. As Leia safely touches second, Miles turns around and whips the ball at her ribcage.

LEIA
Ow! You fucking douche wad!

This catches the teacher’s attention.

GYM TEACHER
Watch the language!

LEIA
I was safe! He saw that and threw the ball at me anyway.

MILES
Oh bullshit! I didn’t see that she was safe.

GYM TEACHER
I said watch the language! Now, both of you just deal with it. She’s safe; so continue on with the game.

The teacher turns his attention back to the newspaper. Leia rubs her side. She and Miles both look pissed off at one another.
INT. PEER OUTREACH CENTER - AFTERNOON

Rachel walks past Liam, Miles, and Buddy, who are working on a bulletin board in the waiting area. Leia and Becca are talking in the volunteers’ room.

RACHEL
Looking good, boys!

The boys get excited upon hearing the compliment.

BECCA
(yells out to them)
She meant the bulletin board!

The boys go back to work, a little disappointed.

INT. VOLUNTEERS’ ROOM - AFTERNOON

LEIA
Doesn’t it bother you that your boyfriend’s always ogling her?

BECCA
(without looking up from her magazine)
Not really. We have a look-but-don’t-touch agreement. Why? Does it bother you when Liam looks at her?

LEIA
Liam’s not my boyfriend, so he can look at whoever he wants.

BECCA
.puts her magazine down
You two aren’t together?

Leia shakes her head.

BECCA
Really?

Leia nods.

BECCA
Wow. You’re kidding me, right? I mean...you two are always together. And you wear matching shoes! The only people that close to one another are people in a

(CONTINUED)
BECCA (cont’d)
relationship or disgustingly close siblings like Donnie and Marie Osmond.

LEIA
Well, sorry to disappoint you, but we’re not together.

BECCA
(turns back to her magazine and speaks matter-of-factly)
You two should be together.

LEIA
(mutters to herself)
Think I don’t already know that?

INT. LIAM’S BASEMENT – EVENING

Liam and Leia are sitting on the floor about two feet away from the TV, playing Super Mario All Stars on his Super Nintendo. Miles is watching them from the couch. Becca is right behind him, using the computer. She taps Miles on the shoulder and shows him something on the screen. When he turns back around, the TV displays a GAME OVER graphic.

MILES
Oh yeah, Liam. I forgot. I’ve got a whole box of golf balls in my car if you’re in the mood for some smashin’.

LIAM
Hmmm. Let me think about that...

EXT. LIAM’S BACK YARD – EVENING

Liam and Miles are driving golf balls into the woods behind Liam’s house. Leia and Becca are sitting on the ground watching them. Liam seems to be an expert golfer, as every shot he takes is perfect. Miles is horrible.

BECCA
It’s sexy watching you be all athletic-like.

LIAM
(scoffs)
If you think that’s sexy, you should watch him fuck up a good game of volleyball.

(CONTINUED)
LEIA
Or try to eat an orange. If you like your man to have shit oozing down his face, you’ve met your soul mate.

Miles waves his middle finger toward both Leia and Liam.

BECCA
Oh baby, don’t listen to them. (she kisses him on the cheek)
Can I have a turn? You can show me how it’s done.

Miles hands her the driver and then wraps his arms around her and helps her swing.

BECCA
This is fun. (winks at Leia)
Liam, you should let Leia try.

Leia walks over to Liam, who hands her his driver.

LIAM
Do you know what you’re doing?

LEIA
I might need some help.

LIAM
Well, take a swing and let me see what I’m dealing with here.

Leia swings and the club smacks off the ground.

LIAM
Jesus Christ! Wait a second!

Liam runs up to his porch and comes down with another driver.

LIAM
Here, use this one. I don’t want my good driver all fucked up.

Leia takes a couple more swings, both of which suck.

LIAM
Whoa that was bad. Look, you’re like hovering over the ball. It looks like you’re having trouble copping a squat. Don’t do that.

(CONTINUED)
LEIA
How should I do it then?

BECCA
Just help her like how Miles is helping me.

LIAM
First of all, he’s not helping you. Learning from him is probably hindering your potential more than anything. And he’s clearly grinding your backside. So I don’t think Leia would appreciate it if I helped her the way Miles is "helping" you.

LEIA
I think I’ve had enough.

BECCA
Why don’t we find something else to do? Something we all can enjoy?

LIAM
Like what?

BECCA
A friend of mine is having a party tonight. It’s not too far from here.

MILES
Yeah, that sounds cool. You two up for that?

Liam and Leia each shrug.

LIAM
I guess.

EXT. BUDDY’S HOUSE - EVENING

Becca’s car stops in front of Buddy’s house to pick him up.

INT. BECCA’S CAR - EVENING

Buddy squeezes into the back seat with Liam and Leia. He holds up a zip-lock bag of condoms.
BUDDY
I came prepared, just in case!

LIAM
(humoring him)
Yeah, good plan.

BECCA
(looks at the bag through the rear view mirror)
So that’s where all the free condoms went.

INT. BECCA’S FRIEND’S BASEMENT – EVENING

Liam, Leia, Buddy, Miles, and Becca walk down into the basement of Becca’s friend’s house where a wild party is taking place. Loud rap music is playing. They look around and notice that most of the people there are in their mid-to-late twenties (though there are a few young girls here and there.) Many of the men look like they just got out of prison or belong in a gang.

BECCA
Oh! There’s my friend, Pistolwhip.
Miles, come say hi.

Becca runs over to and jumps into the arms of a man that’s twice as big as Miles and has a huge scar running down his right forearm. Becca points to Miles and then waves him over.

MILES
(to Liam)
Keep an eye out in case he decides to eat me.

Miles joins Becca and Pistolwhip. Becca gives him a hug and then whispers in his ear.

BECCA
(whispering)
Don’t, under any circumstances, ask him where he got his name.

Miles shakes Pistolwhip’s hand, nearly getting his own hand crushed in the process.

BUDDY
(to Liam and Leia)
Wow, people here have such interesting names. Maybe we should (MORE)
BUDDY (cont’d)
come up with some cool nicknames of our own.

A tough looking guy – Antonio – overhears this, laughs, and puts his arms around Buddy and Liam.

ANTONIO
I got a nicknames for ya: Assblaster and Sergeant Suckoff.

The tough guy laughs some more but gets distracted by a fight that just broke out right outside the garage. He and some other people rush out to watch.

PISTOLWHIP
Goddamn kids!

Pistolwhip runs out to the fight armed with his weapon of choice – a whip with a pistol tied to the end of it. He twirls it around and starts beating the fighters with the pistol end. More people rush out to watch.

MILES
Where did he get that!? Was he holding it the whole time!? I never even noticed it! Was it in his pants?

BECCA
Come on!

Becca grabs on to Miles and runs outside. As they run past the others, Miles grabs onto Buddy and pulls him along as well. Liam and Leia remain in the house. Through the doorway, pretty much all they can see is a sea of people watching the fight, with Pistolwhip’s head occasionally popping up above the rest. They also see a couple splatters of blood spraying upward.

MAN IN CROWD
(yells to Pistolwhip)
Look out, man! He’s got a knife!

Someone charges toward Pistolwhip with a knife and some dudes tackle him. Some more guys get involved and the fight expands into an all out every-man-for-himself brawl. Miles tries to run back in the house, but Becca pulls him back.

BECCA
Grow a dick and defend my honor!
CONTINUED: 58.

Buddy somehow gets pushed from the outskirts into the middle of the fight. Some guy grabs him and puts him in an ankle lock submission.

**FIGHTER**

UFC motha fucka!!!!

Antonio runs over and knocks the guy out with a brick.

**ANTONIO**

Nobody fucks with Assblaster!

One guy tackles another guy back into the house, charging straight for Leia. Instinctively, Liam pushes her out of the way, sending her flying into a bathroom, and the two men fall to the ground where she was standing. Liam jumps over the men and into the bathroom. He locks the door behind him. He and Leia exchange looks of terror and disbelief.

**LEIA**

Holy shit!

**EXT. BECCA’S FRIEND’S HOUSE**

Liam and Leia frantically climb out of a tiny window in the bathroom and get the hell out of dodge.

In the background, chaos is still ensuing. Becca’s in the middle of a bunch of girls and throwing punches left and right. A couple of the girls’ boyfriends come over and she knocks them out too. Miles tries to get her attention and she punches him in the face, accidentally.

**BECCA**

(surprised)

Ooh babe, I’m so sorry!

She bends down to help him. One of the guys comes at her again and without looking, she throws her fist behind her at just the right time to hit him in the crotch.

A guy is sitting on Antonio, punching the hell out of him. Buddy takes off his shirt, wraps it around the guy’s neck, and starts choking him. In doing so, he’s able to drag the man off of Antonio.

**BUDDY**

Say uncle! Say uncle, you sloppy bitch!

Buddy let’s go of the shirt, sending the man falling to the pavement. Buddy kicks him in the ribs for good measure.

(Continued)
ANTONIO
(surprised)
You saved me? Even after I made fun of-

The sound of a police car starts blaring as flashing red and blue lights cover the area.

ANTONIO
Oh fuck! It’s the cops! Run, Assblaster, run!

Everyone scatters throughout the neighborhood. Becca is running alongside Pistolwhip, who’s carrying Miles in his arms.

BECCA
Thanks for carrying my boyfriend.

Pistolwhip grunts.

EXT. SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOOD - NIGHT

Liam and Leia slow down after getting some distance from the party. After looking around, they stop for a second to catch their breath. Once they’ve done so, Leia reaches into her pocket and pulls out a crumbled pack of cigarettes and a lighter.

LEIA
I brought these. I thought they’d make us look pretty bad ass at the party. You want one?

LIAM
Sure.

She lights two cigarettes at once and gives one to Liam. They start walking again.

EXT. LEIA’S NEIGHBORHOOD - NIGHT

Liam and Leia reach the road on which she lives. They each take one more puff and drop their cigarettes on the ground and step on them.

LEIA
Thanks for always looking out for me.

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
Oh, I don’t know about that.

LEIA
What!? Are you high? Tonight, you kept me from getting smashed by a couple of bad ass behemoths. In school, you try to distract Miles’ attention before his teasing can get too mean; well, you do your best. And you even saved me from a train!

LIAM
Yet I still allow you to smoke. Enjoy the lung cancer. It’s my treat to you.

LEIA
(laughs)
Well thank you for taking care of me.

Leia looks like she wants to say something else. When they reach her driveway, she finally lets it out.

LEIA
I was wondering if you could do me one other little favor?

LIAM
Sure thing. What is it?

LEIA
Would you be my date to the Senior Prom?

LIAM
(thinks for just a second)
Yeah. Of course I will.

LEIA
Really? Because I didn’t get to go last year, so I wanted to make sure I go with someone special this year.

LIAM
That has me written all over it.

LEIA
So you’ll go?

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
Yes! Now quit asking that.

LEIA
Sorry.

LIAM
We’ll have fun. I promise you that.

LEIA
Great.

LIAM
(after a brief pause)
Well, I’d better get going. See ya.

LEIA
Bye.

As Liam walks away, Leia does an excited little dance. Once he’s turned a corner and can’t be seen by her anymore, he does one as well and then pimp walks the rest of the way home.

INT. LIAM’S AND LEIA’S BEDROOMS – MORNING

Liam is brushing his teeth, getting ready for school, when his cellphone rings. It says "INCOMING CALL FROM LEIA." He answers it.

LIAM
Hello?

LEIA
Hey. What’s up?

LIAM
Just brushing my teeth.

LEIA
Awesome. I just wanted to let you know I won’t be in school today.

LIAM
Really? You feeling alright?

LEIA
Oh I’m fine. I just didn’t write my History report that’s due today. So I’ll turn it in during homeroom tomorrow along with some sob story as to why I couldn’t hand it in today.

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
Good plan.

LEIA
I thought so.

LIAM
I guess I’ll see you tomorrow then.

LEIA
Yep. Bye!

LIAM
Bye.

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - AFTERNOON

Liam, Miles, and Buddy are sitting at the lunch table. Buddy is sketching something throughout their conversation. Miles finishes an orange with a look of disgust on his face.

MILES
That orange was so disappointing, it oughta be ashamed of itself. Filthy slut.

Miles looks around and realizes Leia’s not there.

MILES (CONT’D)
Speaking of which, where’s lil’ beoetch today?

LIAM
Leia’s skipping, if that’s who you mean.

BUDDY
I’m glad she’s PMS’ing at home this time.

LIAM
Yeah, I really don’t think that’s the case.

MILES
It doesn’t matter because for the first time all year, we can finally be ourselves and talk like men: explicitly.
LIAM
You’re pretty explicit even when she is around.

MILES
No way! I definitely tone it down when there’s a lady around.

BUDDY
Alright! The freedom to say whatever I want! So last night I was bored so I whipped it out and-

LIAM
So Miles, how’s fucking Becca treating you?

MILES
Ah, man, it is unbelievable! You know how exaggerated everything is in porn and you think, "Okay, that’s all well and good, but nobody actually fucks like that." Becca actually fucks like that!

BUDDY
Moans and everything?

MILES
Screamer!

BUDDY
Oh man!

MILES
You know what game she invented? Connect The Dots.

BUDDY
What’s that?

MILES
Well, it’s when she’s blowin’ me and we reach the end, she holds it right by her cheek and tells me to connect the dots, by which she means her freckles. Of course, it never actually looks like anything more than a wad of splooge on her face, but I could care less about the finished piece. Man, I can’t wait to see what she’s got planned for Prom night. She keeps telling me it’s going to be big!

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
Oh, so you're going then? Cool. I was hoping you guys would because Leia actually asked me if I'd go with her.

BUDDY
You're going with Leia?

MILES
Dude, you're not going to get any from her.

LIAM
Well, that's not really the point. I mean, she wanted to go with someone she cares about, you know? This is her only Prom and she wants it to be memorable so she asked me. It's just...you know...not all about the sex.

MILES
(doesn't look impressed)
Don't worry, Buddy. I'll help you find a date that will actually put out.

BUDDY
Yeah yeah! Puttin' out puttin' out! So I can put it in there!

Becca joins them. She sits on Miles' lap and kisses him.

BECCA
What are we talking about, boys?

MILES
Well, I found two people to sit with us at Prom. Liam just informed us that he's going with Leia.

BECCA
Aw, congrats!

LIAM
Gracias.

MILES
Hey babe, do you happen to know any... ahem friendly girls we could hook Buddy up with?

(CONTINUED)
BECCA
We could probably arrange something. He seems like quite the catch.

Buddy finishes the drawing he was working on and puts down his pencil.

BUDDY
Hey! Did you guys ever wonder what actually happens during an eclipse?

Everyone looks mildly interested, but more so confused at the random question. Buddy holds his piece of paper up so everyone can see his artwork. It’s a picture of the sun going down on the bottom portion of a crescent moon. The moon is clearly enjoying it.

BUDDY
Where else would shooting stars come from?

INT. SEX ED CLASSROOM - AFTERNOON

Liam and Miles are sitting in the same seats as they did for the first Sex Ed class. The class doesn’t start for another couple minutes so they are jotting down notes for their video while everyone else is still coming in.

MILES
Is ejacule a word?

LIAM
I don’t believe so.

MILES
Let’s find a use for it anyway.

LIAM
Plural form: ejaculi.

MILES
Maybe the princess can drink a bottle of Ejaculade.

LIAM
We’ll just pour milk in a Powerade bottle. That’s the easiest prop we’ve come up with yet.

Furgo walks in and turns his head to read the sheet of paper.
FURGO
What are you writing, fairy? A fairytale? Constant Gardner is writing a fairytale.

LIAM
Good insults, shaft smoker.

MILES
Yeah, and I just saw the captain of the football team walk past the doorway. Why don’t you go catch up to him, "accidentally" fall asleep, and let him teabag you again?

FURGO
Dude, lay off that! I was plastered that night.

MILES
I bet you were plastered that night, you cum magnet you!

Rachel walks in.

RACHEL
Well, if you’re going to talk like that, at least you’re in the right classroom.

FURGO
(mutters to himself)
Lousy sons of bitches.

RACHEL
Today I’d like to focus on methods of birth control.

Rachel holds up and stretches out a condom.

RACHEL
Does anyone know what this is?

FURGO
A condom!

MILES
(mutters to Furgo)
Ooh! It’s like a penis shed its skin! Try to contain yourself!

(Continued)
RACHEL
Who can tell me how effective condoms are?

LIAM
One hundred percent.

RACHEL
False.

HALF THE BOYS IN CLASS
WHAT!?

RACHEL
Actually they’re only 98% effective at best.

MILES
(whispers to Liam)
Does Super Boner know that?

Liam is already jotting it down as Miles speaks.

MILES
Perhaps it’d be a good idea to wear two condoms, just to be safe.

RACHEL
Well believe it or not but that will actually increase the likelihood of pregnancy. The friction that occurs when both condoms rub together will increase the chances of them breaking.

MILES
Damn!

RACHEL
Sorry everyone, but the only fool proof method of avoiding pregnancy is abstinence.

FURGO
Boo!

MILES
You don’t have to worry, buddy. You won’t be getting your boyfriend pregnant anytime soon.
EXT. LIAM’S BACK YARD – EVENING

Liam, Leia, Miles, Becca, and Buddy stand between Liam’s back porch and the woods behind his house.

LIAM
Alright, this is what I’m thinking. I think for the Vag Mahal, we should build and paint the outside wall and lean it up against the porch there. Then, our hero can come out of the woods ready to fight.

BECCA
Well, that actually makes sense. You have to make it through the forest before the real work begins.

LIAM
Yes! Becca sees the point I’m trying to make here.

BUDDY
Oh, I get it.

LIAM
So are we all in agreement here?

Everyone nods.

LIAM
Alright then, let’s get to work!

MINI MONTAGE: The group begins pre-production in preparation for the video.

Leia shows off the "blueprints" she drew up in her notebook which display her ideas for the Vag Mahal set.

Miles and Becca pull up in her car which has an abundance of wood sticking out of the trunk and the back windows.

Everyone measures and cuts the wood.

Buddy walks around with a 2x4 between his legs.

Everyone raises the boards up and nails the walls together.

Buddy walks around with a drill between his legs, pulling the trigger while making humping motions behind people.

Everyone takes a step back to see the wood in place. It begins to fall over and they all run to push it back up.

(CONTINUED)
Buddy walks around with a sledgehammer between his legs.

LEIA
Who brought the sledgehammer?

LIAM
I think he did...so he could do that.

Everyone’s wearing white painters’ uniforms and painting the set. Miles is painting towards the top, using a ladder to support him. He has a red bucket of paint balanced on top of the wall which starts to tip over. He catches it, but a good bit still falls onto his outfit. Leia walks up to him.

LEIA
You look like a used tampon.

Everyone steps back and admires the completed fortress wall.
END OF MINI MONTAGE.

EXT. MICHAEL’S CRAFT STORE - NIGHT

Liam and Leia come out of the store pushing a buggy that has the fabric needed for the Peter Dickson costume and a bucket of plaster of Paris and paper mache for the Super Boner costume.

LIAM
I think we have enough plaster here to cover three giant dicks.

An old couple passes them just as he says that. They look disgusted. Liam and Leia put the items in her trunk and then get in the car.

INT. LEIA’S CAR - NIGHT

Leia drives Liam home.

LIAM
Wow, this thing’s really coming together, huh?

LEIA
Yeah. It’s awesome. What did your mom have to say about the giant vagina palace in your back yard?

(CONTINUED)
LIAM  
She hasn’t realized what it is yet.  
She just thinks it’s a castle. My  
dad caught on right away though. I  
could tell by the way he shook his  
head when he saw it. He doesn’t  
want to ruin her innocent mind by  
telling her what it actually is.  
Maybe she’ll catch on when she sees  
a giant erection suit in the  
garage.

LEIA  
Either that or she’ll think it’s a  
canoe.

LIAM  
(mocking his mother)  
Are these testicles or floating  
devices?

LEIA  
Floating devices!

LIAM  
Floating devices!

LIAM  
So, I’ll keep this stuff at my  
house until we’re ready to work on  
the costumes. How’s the script  
coming along?

LEIA  
I should be able to finish it  
tonight and have copies for  
everyone tomorrow.

LIAM  
Excellent. How great is this?

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - DAY

Leia is walking down the hall toward her locker when Becca -  
who is standing at her own locker - grabs Leia by the arm  
and pulls her next to her.

BECCA  
What the fuck is this!?

Becca holds up her copy of the script.

(CONTINUED)
BECCA
You cast me as the Queen of STDs!?

LEIA
Ninjas! Queen of the STD Ninjas!

BECCA
Same fucking thing! What were you thinking?

LEIA
What’s the big deal?

BECCA
(looks around)
I know what these bastards here call me. Haven’t I lived with a crude nickname long enough? And now you want to give me another one?

LEIA
I guess I wasn’t thinking.

BECCA
I want to be Princess Vagilia!

LEIA
(taken aback)
How is that any better?

Buddy and Miles join them.

MILES
Leia, what the hell? I’m in a ninja suit the whole time? No one will even know it’s me! And you used none of my sex scene ideas!

BUDDY
And you didn’t use any of the ideas I gave you. Not even the kick ass car chase sequence!

LEIA
What are cars doing in a vagina, Buddy?

Liam walks by and listens to the arguments.

BUDDY
I told you! White cars! They represent eggs floatin’ around!

(CONTINUED)
MILES
This is just some lame love story
all about you and Liam.

BECCA
When you make me Princess Vagilia,
I want you to make Miles Super
Boner as well.

BUDDY
I should be Super Boner! None of
this would have ever happened if it
weren’t for me!
(looking through the script
again)
And damn it! The Anal Agents are
nowhere to be found!

Mixed commotion occurs when all three start demanding that
she write it again, make it better, change the casting, etc.
Leia gets fed up with it all.

LEIA
You know what? Fuck it all! You
want a better script? Then you
write a better fucking script! And
when you’re done, you can shove it
up your asses!

Leia storms down the hall the short distance to her locker.
Miles, Becca, and Buddy now realize that Liam was standing
behind them.

LIAM
What the hell, guys? She worked
really hard on this thing. Way
harder than any of the rest of us.
Maybe she didn’t—

Miles and Becca pay no attention to Liam, instead keeping
their attention on Leia who’s in the midst of opening her
locker.

BECCA
We should’ve done it another day.
Miles, don’t let her open that.

Miles starts to jog toward Leia.

MILES
Leia, wait. Don’t open—
Leia looks at Miles while her hand pops open the locker. She looks confused but then looks down when something falls out of the locker and onto her foot. Miles stops where he’s at. Leia reaches down and picks up what had fallen out. Resting at her feet are two weekly ads: one for Target and one for Victoria’s Secret. They’re both opened and folded back to a certain page.

LEIA
I don’t get it.

Leia flips the top ad – the Target one – over. Now on the page featuring women’s underwear, she sees that one of the women has been Photoshopped out and one of Leia’s scantily clad party pictures, mentioned earlier, has taken its place. She looks at the Victoria’s Secret add to see an entire page devoted to her in her underwear.

BECCA
Shit.

Tears well up in Leia’s eyes but she holds them back with a sniffle. She walks over to Miles.

LEIA
(calmingly but clearly upset)
Was this your payback for the bubble wrap?

Miles realizes that his prank isn’t funny at all.

MILES
Yeah.

As Leia glares a hole through Miles she doesn’t even blink.

LEIA
You know Miles, I have put up with your shit for a long time now.

After a couple of deep breaths, Leia turns back toward her locker. Before she even takes two steps, she changes her mind, turns back to Miles, and punches him in the face. Liam, Buddy, and Becca all look shocked. A teacher, having seen the punch, runs over and steps between the two of them, before leading them both to the office. Blood is trickling from Miles’ nose.

LEIA V.O.
The suspension wasn’t even the worst part of my afternoon.
INT. LIAM’S BASEMENT – EVENING

Liam and Leia are sitting on the couch as she explains her afternoon to him.

LEIA (CONT’D)
They called my dad to come pick me up. So when we got home, I naturally had to explain just what had happened to get him called out of work upon hearing his daughter had been in a fight. And I had to explain why I punched Miles. Which meant I had to explain to him why there were pictures of his daughter in her underwear in the first place.

Leia rests her head on Liam’s shoulder.

LEIA
It was a rough day.

LIAM
Did Miles get suspended too?

LEIA
Yeah. We both got two days.

Liam doesn’t know what to say, so for a moment no one says anything at all. Leia looks at her watch.

LEIA
I’d better get going soon. I told my dad I was just coming to find out what all homework I needed to do. I told him I couldn’t just call because you’d have the text books here.

Liam and Leia both chuckle at the notion of him having any textbooks at his house.

LEIA
Do you mind if I use your computer real quick? I need to get my last Facebook fix in before my grounding officially begins.

LIAM
Go right ahead.

Leia starts using the computer. After a minute, Liam goes into the bathroom to take care of business.
LEIA
(yells so Liam can hear)
Do you have pictures of Miles on here? I’d like to tape one to my door and throw forks at it.

Leia closes out of the internet and clicks on Liam’s photos file. She scrolls through the first set but it only has pictures Liam took of himself in the mirror. She starts browsing various folders. She finds an extra-cheesy picture of Miles.

LEIA
That one might do. Let’s see what else we’ve got.

The toilet can be heard flushing and water in the sink runs as Liam washes his hands. Leia looks at a couple more folders. One folder has some more folders within it, so she clicks on one of them, which has even more folders within it. She clicks on one. Liam comes out of the bathroom just as thumbnails of all of the wild party pictures of Leia pop up on screen.

LIAM V.O.
Oh shit.

LEIA
Liam, what the hell is this?

LIAM
Oh? Um...those are-

LEIA
I know what the fuck they are! What the fuck are they doing here?

LIAM
(stunned)
Wow...that’s a good question...

LEIA
What the hell, Liam? I poured my heart out to you that night about how much I regretted going to that party. And not only did you track down those pictures anyway, but you’ve had them saved on here this whole time?

As Liam struggles to find an appropriate response, they both think back a few days earlier.
FLASHBACK - Liam and Leia are sitting on the floor about two feet away from the TV, playing Super Mario All Stars on his Super Nintendo. Miles is watching them from the couch. Becca is right behind him, using the computer. She taps Miles on the shoulder and shows him something on the screen. We now see that she had found these pictures of Leia. Miles hands her his flash-drive and she saves them to it.

Liam and Leia both look at one another, clearly having the same realization.

LIAM
Oh fuck. Leia, I am so sorry. I promise I never intended to use those pictures against you.

Liam moves toward Leia, but she pushes through with tears welling up in her eyes again.

LEIA
Just leave me the fuck alone.

Leia struggles to get her shoes on quickly, without untwisting them first.

LIAM
Leia, look-

LEIA
I don’t even want to talk about it.

Leia runs up the steps and out the door. She didn’t bring her car so she puts up the hood of her sweatshirt and walks home in the rain.

INT. PEER OUTREACH CENTER - EVENING

Soaking wet, Liam storms into the Peer Outreach Center. Buddy, Miles, and Becca are sitting in the volunteers’ room.

LIAM
How the fuck could you do that to her!? What the fuck is wrong with you?

MILES
Whoa whoa! Calm down, man. It was supposed to be a joke. It just came at a bad time. If she hadn’t been so worked up about the movie, she wouldn’t have gotten that bent out of shape about it.

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
And why did she have to be worked up about the movie anyway? What the hell was so bad about it? You and I discussed the storyline weeks ago. You said it was great and you couldn’t wait to kick my ass ninja-style. You didn’t have any problem with it until Becca spoke up. And the only reason she’s even in it in the first place is because you made us come up with something for her. Maybe you should think for yourself instead of listening to what she tells you when your dick’s in her mouth!

BECCA
What?

MILES
You son of a bitch!

Miles pulls his arm back, intending to punch Liam in the face. Liam throws his arm back instinctively too. Becca grabs Miles’ arm to stop him, and Rachel comes running down the hall.

RACHEL
What the hell is going on here?

No one responds. Miles and Liam each lower their arms.

RACHEL
Is this really all about a movie?

MILES
You know what? I don’t need this shit! Screw the fucking video. Screw Leia. And screw you!
(grabs Becca’s arm)
Come on. Let’s get out of here.

Miles and Becca leave. Rachel turns toward Liam.

RACHEL
So what the hell just happened?

LIAM
(sighs)
I hope you weren’t looking too forward to that video.

(Continued)
BUDDY
(softly)
I still want to make the video.

INT. SCHOOL BUS - MORNING

MONTAGE: After Miles and Leia’s two day suspension has passed, Liam is sitting in his seat at the back of the bus. The bus pulls up to Leia’s house, she isn’t standing there, so the bus pulls away.

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - AFTERNOON

Liam and Buddy are sitting at their lunch table. Liam looks over and sees Miles sitting with Becca.

INT. SCHOOL BUS - AFTERNOON

Liam and Buddy are each sitting in one of the back seats of the bus. Out the window, Liam can see Miles coming their way, but he meets up with Becca and gets on her bus instead. As the buses pull out, Liam sees Leia standing at the entrance of the lower parking lot, waiting for a train to pass by so she can get to her car.

INT. LIAM’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Liam is watching Friday Night Smackdown. As Montel Vontavious Porter (MVP) makes his way to the ring, Liam twitches. He looks around to make sure MVP isn’t actually out to get him.

INT. LIAM’S GARAGE - AFTERNOON

Liam and Buddy are both constructing the Super Boner suit. It is getting closer and closer to completion, thus looking more and more like a giant erection. A couple joggers jog past. They point and laugh and take pictures with their cellphones.

LIAM
(sighs)
We look so gay right now.

END OF MONTAGE.
INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - MORNING

Liam is at his locker. Miles and Becca can be seen coming down the hall. Miles looks hesitant, but Becca urges him on. She ends up pushing him next to Liam.

BECCA
Liam, Miles has something he wants to say to you.

MILES
(sighs and repeats, in an almost monotone, lines that were obviously written by Becca)
I am sorry I almost hit you. Your friendship is too valuable to be thrown away over such a petty squabble.

BECCA
And?

MILES
And contrary to what you may have been told, Becca and I have never been intimate with one another. And when we decide it is time to do so, we will surely never play Connect The Dots because it would be degrading and demeaning to the girl I love.

BECCA
(hands Liam a bouquet of flowers)
And he wants you to have these.

LIAM
You got me flowers?

MILES
Actually Becca picked them out. She said it would be a friendly gesture.

LIAM
(leans in and whispers)
Becca’s kind of a whack job isn’t she?

(CONTINUED)
MILES
(sighs)
Yeah, but I dig that wackiness.

Miles smiles and walks off after saying goodbye to Becca. Becca sticks around to talk to Liam.

LIAM
Look, the Queen of STDs thing was actually my idea. I’m sorry about that. I just thought it was funny. I didn’t think about how it may offend you.

BECCA
I’ve been called worse. I overreacted. After all, it’s just a movie, right? Could you tell Leia I’m sorry and that I’d still like to help out with it? If it’s okay with her of course.

LIAM
Oh...about that...she’s actually not talking to me right now. She found out where you guys got those pictures of her.

BECCA
Ah, that sucks.

LIAM
You have no idea.

BECCA
What are you going to do?

LIAM
I don’t know. Move on?

BECCA
Just like that?

LIAM
I guess.

BECCA
Well, if you think that’s the right thing to do.

LIAM
I don’t know what else I can do.

(CONTINUED)
BECCA
(thinks for a second)
Why don’t you tell me about it?

INT. LIAM’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Liam is laying on his bed, watching TV when he hears a car honking outside. He looks out his window and sees Becca’s car parked along the curb. She honks a couple more times.

EXT. LIAM’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Liam goes outside to find Becca, Miles, and Buddy waiting for him in Becca’s car.

BECCA
(yells)
Come on! We’re going to a party!
Hop in!

LIAM
No thanks. I think I’m just gonna watch some more House and call it a night.

BECCA
Hey, you wanted to move on, so come on you pussy!

LIAM
I’m not a pussy!

BECCA/MILES/BUDDY
(chanting)
Pussy! Pussy! Pussy! Pussy! Pussy!

LIAM
Alright, alright! I’ll come to your lame ass party.

Liam gets in the back seat. He notices Buddy has his zip-lock bag of free condoms placed in the middle of the seat.

BUDDY
I’ve got a good feeling about tonight.
INT. MADISON’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Becca leads Miles, Liam, and Buddy into her friend Madison’s house. This party is filled with people of their own age, not people who look like they’re convicts.

BECCA
(to Miles and Buddy)
You two go get us some drinks.

Miles and Buddy leave to get the drinks. Becca and Liam walk around.

LIAM
You’ve got some hardcore friends.

A guy runs past with his chest on fire. He tries to give Liam a high five, but Liam cowers back a couple steps. The man moves on to some more willing individuals.

LIAM
That dude’s a real renegade!

Becca puts her arm around Liam.

BECCA
Don’t worry about a thing, Liam. Becca’s taking care of you tonight.

Becca pulls a piece of paper out of her pocket, unfolds it, and hands it to Liam.

BECCA
I want to introduce you to my friend Madison. Memorize these lines.

LIAM
Why do I have to read these?

BECCA
She’s as easy and insecure as they come. You say these lines and you’ll be inside her in no time.

LIAM
Oh...goody.

BECCA
By the end of the night, you’ll have forgotten all about Leia.

(CONTINUED)
Becca notices Madison off in the corner, talking to some friends. She pulls on Liam’s arm, but he stops her and tries to hand the piece of paper back to her.

LIAM
I don’t think I want to say this stuff. I don’t think I can pull it off. Hey, where’d Miles and Buddy run off to? We’d better go find those drinks of ours.

Liam turns around and attempts to walk back in the direction they came, but Becca grabs his shirt collar and pulls him back.

BECCA
(with a no-nonsense tone)
I am trying to help you. If you do not read the lines I provided, I will have no choice but to cock punch you. So the question is this, Liam: What are your cock goals for tonight? Are you going to use it or lose it?

LIAM
(speaking softly)
...use it?

BECCA
What’s that?

LIAM
Use it. I’m going to use it on your slutty friend.

BECCA
That’s more like it!

Becca walks Liam over to Madison.

BECCA
Madison, this is my friend that I was telling you about. Liam, this is Madison.

MADISON
Hi Liam. It’s nice to meet you. Becca told me all about how some bitch trampled all over your heart.

Liam shoots Becca a look. She mouths the words "go with it!"
MADISON (CONT’D)
I’m so sorry to hear that. If there’s anything I could do to help you out, just let me know.

Liam sighs and tries to repeat his lines just as Becca wrote them.

LIAM
Thank you, Madison. It is nice to meet you as well. You have a lovely home. I was wondering if you could take me on a tour? I’m dieing to see what the upstairs is like.

Madison grins, takes Liam by the hand, and they walk off.

LIAM V.O.
How did that work!?

Becca looks proud of herself as they walk away. Miles and Buddy come up to her with drinks in hand.

MILES
Here you go.

BECCA
Thanks.

BUDDY
What’s the deal here? Why are you hooking him up with a sex pal when you still owe me a Prom date?

BECCA
Don’t worry, Buddy. I haven’t forgotten about you. I’ve got a great girl for you. I’ll introduce you to her as soon as she gets here.

INT. LEIA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Leia is sitting on her bed, reading a book. Her dad knocks on the door and then walks in.

MR. HARPER
Hey honey.

LEIA
What’s up, Dad?

(CONTINUED)
MR. HARPER
How are you holding up?

LEIA
Fine. Just catching up on my reading like you suggested. And don’t worry. I promise I haven’t undressed near any cameras lately.

MR. HARPER
(sighs)
Worrying’s my job, dear. Look, I know you’ve been having a rough time. Tell you what, I’ll grant you a little leeway for this grounding.

Mr. Harper reaches into his jacket pocket and pulls out Leia’s cell phone.

MR. HARPER (CONT’D)
You can have your phone privileges back.

Mr. Harper hands the phone to Leia, but she just sets it on the bed a few feet away. Her dad is a little shocked.

MR. HARPER
That’s it? I figured you’d immediately start message-texting Liam about how much of a jerk your father is for making you stay home with him.

LEIA
Uh...yeah. Yeah, I’ll probably do that later. It’s just that this book is a lot better than I expected.

MR. HARPER
Did something happen with Liam? Surely he didn’t side with that Miles boy.

LEIA
No. He didn’t. He’s just...busy right now.
INT. MADISON’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Madison leads Liam into her bedroom and shuts the door.

MADISON
...and this is my bedroom.

LIAM
Wow, it’s dark in here. Would you like me to turn the light on?

MADISON
No.

Madison pushes Liam onto her bed. He begins to scream as though he’s being pushed off a building, but he stops abruptly.

LIAM
Oh. There’s a bed here. Thank God.

Madison sits behind him on the bed.

MADISON
You must be so stressed out right now. Let me take care of that.

Madison begins massaging Liam’s shoulders.

LIAM
Oh...oh wow....that....yikes...that feels great....oh jeez...did you go to school for that?

INT. LEIA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Mr. Harper is still sitting with Leia.

MR. HARPER
So everything’s alright then?

LEIA
Dad, I’m telling you that I’m fine. Liam’s fine. There is nothing wrong!

MR. HARPER
Are you sure?

LEIA
Yes!

(CONTINUED)
MR. HARPER
Alright. Well you know you can always come to me for anything right?

LEIA
Yes, Daddy.

MR. HARPER
Although, if it’s one of those girl-specific problems, you might have better luck calling your Aunt Sue.

LEIA
I always do.

MR. HARPER
(kisses her on the forehead)
I’ll let you get back to your book.
Love you, honey.

LEIA
Love you too.

Mr. Harper closes the door as he leaves. Leia looks bummed and lonely. She sighs.

INT. MADISON’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Liam’s laying on Madison’s bed, while she sits on top of him, viciously making out with his entire face. The expression on his face is as though he’s getting licked by a dog. Her lips graze one of his eyes.

INT. LEIA’S BASEMENT - AFTERNOON

FLASHBACK - Leia looks at Liam’s eye (after accidentally shooting him there with a Nerf gun), then kisses just off to the side of it. Liam smiles. Leia smiles.

INT. MADISON’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Madison continues to kiss Liam. She sits up suddenly.

MADISON
Wait! I have the perfect costume for this!

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
You have costumes?

MADISON
I keep them in my shower. Do you like nurses?

LIAM
What kind of nurse?

MADISON
The only kind.

LIAM
Oh. Sure. Give it a whirl.

MADISON
I’ll be right back.

She kisses him on the nose and then runs into the bathroom.

LIAM
(to himself)
Becca’s a whack job!

INT. MADISON’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Liam comes back downstairs, hopping as he puts his shoes on. The first person he runs into is Buddy.

BUDDY
Dude! How was it? You’re so lucky!

LIAM
You know what, you were right earlier. Tonight is your lucky night. You still have those condoms?

BUDDY
Yeah.

LIAM
Great. Upstairs, second door on the right. Just lay on the bed and thank me later.

BUDDY
Sweet!
Buddy runs upstairs. Liam continues on his way, trying to sneak out without Becca noticing. Miles and Becca are off in another room so Liam walks past the doorway with his hand blocking his face. Becca notices him and smiles.

EXT. MADISON’S HOUSE – NIGHT

Liam makes it outside and is almost to the curb before Becca comes out. She runs toward him. Liam freaks and starts running.

EXT. SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOOD – NIGHT

Becca is chasing after Liam.

BECCA
Why are you running away!?

LIAM
Why are you chasing me!?

BECCA
I’m just trying to catch up to you!

LIAM
Oh!

Liam stops suddenly. Becca, not having enough time to slow down, runs right into him. He falls over and she helps him back up.

BECCA
Are you going to talk to Leia?

LIAM
Yes. Look, I know you were trying to help me tonight and while you had good intentions–

BECCA
Great. Here...

She pulls another folded sheet of paper out of her pocket.

BECCA
...memorize these.

LIAM
(a little shocked)
You’re giving me more lines!?

Becca nods.

(Continued)
LIAM
Thanks, but I’ve already got a plan
that I think will work.

Becca aims her fist toward his crotch.

LIAM
Alright! Alright! I’ll combine the
plans! Jeez!

Becca once again looks proud of herself. Liam jogs off.

LIAM
(to himself)
What a whack job!

INT. MADISON’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Buddy is now laying on Madison’s bed as she comes out of the
bathroom.

MADISON
I guess I will have to turn the
light on long enough for you to see
my outfit.

Madison turns on the light.

MADISON
Do you like?
(notices Buddy and thinks for
a second)
Did you look different downstairs?

BUDDY
Um...no.

MADISON
(shrugs)
Okay.

Madison climbs on top of Buddy and begins making out with
him. She notices the zip-lock bag of condoms on the floor
and looks at it curiously.

BUDDY
(in a suave voice)
Pick whatever you’d like.

MADISON
(as though that’s the nicest
thing she’s ever heard)
(MORE)
Awww! You’re so thoughtful!

Madison and Buddy go at it again.

EXT. LIAM’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Liam returns home and runs to the garage. He opens the door and smiles.

INT. LEIA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Leia is still reading her book when her dad walks in again.

     MR. HARPER
    Sorry to bother you again, honey. I
don’t want to sound like a nag, but
are you absolutely sure that
there’s nothing else you want to
talk about?

     LEIA
    I’m sure.

     MR. HARPER
    Okay. Okay.
      (sighs and sits down on her
    bed)
    Well then, honey, I don’t really
know how to say this. There’s a
giant dancing penis in our front
yard and I think it’s trying to get
your attention.

Leia looks out her bedroom window. Liam is in her front yard
doing jumping jacks and various dance moves while wearing
the Super Boner suit.

EXT. LEIA’S FRONT YARD - NIGHT

     LIAM
      (loudly whispering)
    Leia! Leia!

Leia opens the front door and slowly walks toward Liam.

     LEIA
    What are you doing?

(CONTINUED)
LIAM
I know this isn’t even a third as
humiliating as what you went
through, but I just need you to
know that I’m willing to go to even
greater lengths of embarrassment if
it means that you’ll talk to me
again.

LEIA
(smiles)
I don’t think that’ll be necessary.

Leia looks around and sees through a window one of her
neighbors with a phone in hand.

LEIA
You’d better get inside before
someone calls the cops.

Liam and Leia go inside her house. She has to help him tilt
the suit so that it’ll fit in the doorway.

INT. LEIA’S HOUSE – NIGHT

Once inside, Liam kicks off his shoes but makes no immediate
effort to remove the suit. Instead, he tries to remember the
second set of lines that Becca gave him.

LIAM
Leia, I am sorry for the pain I
have put you through. I am sorry
that my inferior male hormones got
in the way of my better judgment.
If you could-

LEIA
What are you doing?

LIAM
Oh, Becca gave me lines. Her
material’s been known to do
wonders. Now where was I? Oh yes.
(clears his throat)
If you could find it in your heart-

Leia puts her hand over his mouth then kisses him. They
continue to kiss until Mr. Harper is seen staring at them in
awe.
MR. HARPER
Here’s something no father ever wants to see.

Liam and Leia realize how ridiculous they look and laugh.

LEIA
You should probably take that off.

LIAM
Yeah. I think that’s for the best.

MR. HARPER
Tell me, son. You do have pants on under there, right?

LIAM
Yes, sir.

Liam pulls his head into the suit, like a turtle pulls his head into his shell, and tries to slide it off, but encounters some difficulty.

LIAM
(muffled from within the suit)
I think I’m stuck. Leia, can you give me a hand?

Leia starts tugging on the suit as hard as she can, but it barely budges.

MR. HARPER
Oh good Lord!

LIAM
I think it’s the balls. They keep blocking my knees. Leia, grab the balls.

Leia moves one hand under the balls and keeps the other on the shaft of the suit.

LEIA
Alright, on the count of three. One...two...three!

On three, she pulls and Liam successfully slides out, falling on his butt.

MR. HARPER
(pulls out his cellphone)
God, I hope I can reach my therapist at this hour.
Mr. Harper leaves. Liam and Leia laugh and kiss some more.

INT. MADISON’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Buddy gets off of Madison, and they both lay in bed, looking up at the ceiling. They’re both covered in sweat and their hair is unkempt as can be.

    MADISON
    (still panting)
    Oh...my...God!

    BUDDY
    (extremely proud of himself)
    Yeah. I’m pretty much the master.
    (after a second or so)
    Wanna go again?

    MADISON
    Uh huh!

They start doing it again.

FADE OUT.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

FADE IN.

Title Card: "Three Weeks Later"

Rachel stands at the end of a long table of educators, administrators, and representatives from school boards. Standing along the wall behind her is Liam, Leia, Becca, Miles, and Buddy - all looking well dressed. At the opposite end of the room is a screen on which their video will be projected.

    RACHEL
    Ladies and gentleman, these students have spent countless hours devoting all of their energy and hard work to create this video. It is our hope that, after viewing it, you will agree to show this updated look at sexual awareness in your schools. So without any further ado, I proudly present...

Rachel looks at her note card and realizes the name of the movie at hand. She turns and speaks so that only the five students can hear her.

(CONTINUED)
RACHEL
I really should’ve previewed this, shouldn’t I?

The students all smirk and shrug. Rachel hits play on the remote and the lights in the room dim automatically.

THE VIDEO:

-A starry background is shown and, similar to Star Wars, the title of the video blasts onto the screen: THE INCREDIBLE ADVENTURES OF SUPER BONER!

-From there, the video cuts to an intro similar to Mighty Morphin’ Power Rangers that displays each of the characters and the actor/actress portraying him/her: Miles Fitch as Peter Dickson, Becca Jansen as Princess Vagilia, Liam Gardner and Leia Harper as the Sexually Transmitted Duo: Syd Philis and Herpe Diem, and Buddy Lewis as Super Boner!

-A long shot of the Vag Mahal is shown. Inside, the Sexually Transmitted Duo look around, admiring the destruction they’ve brought to the fortress.

SYD
Good work, Herpe!

HERPE
I knew you’d be pleased.

SYD
Now we just need to find the Princess and our mission will be complete.

-Princess Vagilia, hiding in her bedroom, can hear the Sexually Transmitted Duo coming up the steps, so she climbs out of her window and runs into the woods. The Duo kicks down the door and runs to the window.

HERPE
Blast, Syd! She got away!

SYD
Let her run. She may think she’s running away from her problems, but she’s only making them worse. The longer she avoids us, the more damage we’ll do to her precious Vag Mahal. Come now, let’s smash some lamps.

(CONTINUED)
Continued:

-Princess Vagilia makes it through the woods. On the other side is Peter Dickson, practicing his wicked lightsaber skills. He notices her.

**PETER**
Wow! One of the Vagilias! I’ve heard about them but I never thought I’d actually get to meet one!

-Princess Vagilia notices Peter and runs toward him.

**PETER**
(to himself)
Holy shit! She’s coming my way.
Stay cool, man. Don’t get too excited.

**PRINCESS**
Excuse me, sir. I need your help.

**PETER**
(looks around)
Me?

**PRINCESS**
Yes. You have a weapon so you will do just fine.

-Princess Vagilia grabs Peter by the arm (his suit stiffens a little) and pulls him back through the forest.

**PRINCESS**
(while running)
I am Princess Vagilia and my fortress has been attacked by the Sexually Transmitted Duo. I need your help in defeating them.

**PETER**
(while being dragged)
Holy shit! You want me to go into the Vag Mahal knowing full well that STD scum is in there!?

**PRINCESS**
(while running still)
Don’t worry. You will be well equipped to fend them off.

-Princess Vagilia and Peter make it out of the woods, looking at the Vag Mahal.

(Continued)
PETER
Man, those were some thick woods.

PRINCESS
I want to clear the land, but I’ve been a bit busy lately! But focus now! Your lightsaber will be excellent for offense. But you’ll need to be defended at all times, or else the Duo will infect you, thus turning you into one of them.

-Princess Vagilia waves her hand and something appears next to her. It’s actually a hula hoop with long strips of pink Saran Wrap taped onto it.

PRINCESS
Only one material is powerful enough to fend off the STDs! This latex shield will cover and protect your entire body. But don’t get too cocky while you’re in there. This will only protect you up to 98% of the time.

-Princess Vagilia lifts the hoop over his head and lets it fall down. It is far too baggy to do any good.

PRINCESS
Oh no! It appears you are too small to fit in the shield!

PETER
Don’t worry. I can fix this. Give me a hug.

PRINCESS
What?

PETER
Just trust me. Give me a nice big hug.

-Princess Vagilia looks doubtful, but does so anyway. After a few seconds of hugging, Peter transforms into the almighty Super Boner.

PRINCESS
Wow!

SUPER BONER
I know. Now if you’ll excuse me, I’ve got STDs to eliminate.
Super Boner charges into the Vag Mahal. A second later he backs out, and charges in again. He does this two more times.

**SUPER BONER**

Sorry. I have OCD. Anytime I enter a royal fortress, I have to do so eight times.

Super Boner charges in three more times. For his eighth time, he winks to Princess Vagilia and then charges in screaming.

Inside the Vag Mahal, the Sexually Transmitted Duo has started a small fire which they are using to roast marshmallows. Super Boner charges in on them.

**SUPER BONER**

I demand that you stop immediately!

**HERPE**

Who the hell are you?

**SUPER BONER**

I am SUUUUUUPER BOOOOOONER!

**SYD**

Awesome. Let’s infect him.

Freddy Krueger fingers appear on the hands of the Sexually Transmitted duo and they charge towards Super Boner.

**SUPER BONER**

Holy shit! She didn’t say anything about Freddy Krueger fingers.

Super Boner braces himself for what he assumes will be a vicious slicing, but the fingers do no damage to his latex shield.

**SYD**

What is this? What sorcery have you brought to these grounds?

**SUPER BONER**

No sorcery, but a little protection never hurt anyone.

Syd and Herpe take a couple more swipes and then give up on slicing.

(CONTINUED)
HERPE
We can still kick your ass!

-Super Boner ignites his lightsaber. Syd and Herpe look at one another, scream, and then run away. Super Boner chases them. After chasing them around the entire Vag Mahal, Super Boner finally grabs a hold of them, throws them to the ground, and violently slices both of their heads off in one swipe with his lightsaber lightsaber.

-Outside, Princess Vagilia paces back and forth nervously. Super Boner comes out of the fortress.

SUPER BONER
The deed is done, my lady. I’d say in a day or two’s time your Vag Mahal will be all cleaned up and as good as new.

PRINCESS
My hero!

SUPER BONER
By the way, you have a lovely home. I was wondering if you could take me on a tour? I’m dieing to see what the upstairs is like.

-Princess Vagilia smiles and leads Super Boner back inside.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

As the credits on the video roll, the lights come back on. The only people still in the room are Rachel, Liam, Leia, Miles, Becca, and Buddy. Rachel shakes her head and leaves. The others high five and congratulate one another on a job well done.

LIAM V.O.
Okay, so maybe our video wasn’t very school appropriate after all. But don’t worry, it had no trouble finding an audience.

INT. SCHOOL COMPUTER LAB - DAY

Leia is on Youtube and looks up the page featuring The Incredible Adventures of Super Boner.
LIAM V.O.
Though its first day online, it had four million hits and is still going strong.

INT. PROM - NIGHT

Everyone is on the dance floor. Liam is dancing with Leia, Miles is dancing with Becca, and Buddy is dancing with Madison. One song comes to an end and another starts up.

BECCA

Alright, switch partners.

Madison is gripping Buddy tightly.

BUDDY

I think I’ll hold on to mine.

Liam dances with Becca. Miles and Leia look hesitant to dance with one another, but smile and start dancing.

MILES

(to Leia)
I’m really sorry about the whole locker ordeal, you know.

LEIA

I know. I think that’s the 80th time you’ve told me that.

MILES

I’m really sorry about the whole locker ordeal, you know.

LEIA

(laughs)
Thanks.

LIAM

(to Becca)
So you mean to tell me that you knew all along that I wasn’t going to sleep with Madison?

BECCA

I figured you’d need something major to push you to talk to Leia again. See, I’m not such a whack job after all!
LIAM
You proved me wrong. You win. What about Buddy? Did you have him and Madison in mind all along too?

BECCA
No way! I was going to pair him up with my fat friend Stacy. I never thought he could’ve pulled off someone like Madison.

MADISON
(to Buddy)
Can you please fuck me? Pretty please?

BUDDY
Babe, I’ll fuck you when I want to fuck you. Right now I’m gettin’ my groove on.

EXT. LEIA’S FRONT YARD - NIGHT

A limo pulls up in front of Leia’s house to drop everyone off. Liam, Leia, Miles, and Becca get out. Buddy and Madison stay inside.

BUDDY
We’ll catch you guys later. We’re gonna get our money’s worth out of this thing.
(to the driver)
Yo! Take this baby around the block a few times!

He shuts the door as Madison mounts him and the limo pulls away. Both of the remaining couples look at one another in a "so, you wanna do it" sort of way, then looks at the other pair.

LEIA
So...uh...fun night and all.

BECCA
Yep...yep....but uh....I think we’ll be seeing you two tomorrow so we better get on home.

LEIA
Yep. Prom night. Big night. Lots to do.
Liam and Miles pound fists. Becca and Miles get in his car and drive off. Leia flashes a flirty smile at Liam.

LIAM
So, you want to head inside?

LEIA
Actually, I was thinking we could go hang out in the pool.

LIAM
Ooh interesting!

Leia and Liam walk around the back of the house with their arms around one another. FADE TO BLACK.

LIAM
(just his voice over the black screen)
Later we can go back to my place and do it in the Vag Mahal!

THE END